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GOOD PITCH
GLOBAL PROGRAM

AKA THE RADICAL
COLLABORATION
CLUB!

Conceived in 2008, Good Pitch is a global program
that was initiated by Doc Society and in partnership
with Sundance Documentary Film Institute.
The Good Pitch program aims at bringing together documentary
filmmakers with foundations, NGOs, campaigners, philanthropists,
policy makers, brands and media around leading social and environmental issues to forge coalitions and campaigns that are good
for all these partners, good for the films, and good for society.
Over the years, it has run several times in the US and Europe,
both as standalone events as well as in conjunction with other
conferences and film festivals.
The filmmakers selected for Good Pitch are exceptional storytellers and independent journalists, capturing urgent global
issues: from the struggle of emerging democracies to defending
LGBT rights, from degeneration of the seas to the challenges of
ageing, from the price of human migration to disability in the
workplace.
We help these filmmakers to develop their impact ideas, and
connect them first to a community of like-minded filmmakers,
followed by a world of potential partners and advocates.
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THE NUMBERS
BEHIND THE STORY

37 Good Pitch programmes
hosted in 15 countries since 2008,
including 2 in India.

$29 million in funds

raised at Good Pitch events all over
the world, over the last decade.

100 Good Pitch films

are at the heart of national
or international social justice
campaigns.

50+

Films have cinema
distribution across
200 countries

4700 organisations
from 42 countries

across the world have attended
a Good Pitch event since 2008.

500 filmmakers have
presented their (over 250)
film projects
at Good Pitch events across
the globe.

150+

Films have secured
international TV
broadcasts

1300+ 2000+
Prizes have been
won by Good Pitch
films, including
BAFTAs, EMMYs +
OSCAR nominations

80+

Films available for
streaming online in
200+ countries on
platforms including
Netflix, Amazon,
iTunes

Screenings of
Good Pitch films
at international
festivals
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LET’S START
FROM THE
BEGINNING
There is a serious void in the Indian documentary
world, specifically with regards to audience development.
The most unfortunate part of the current scenario is that
Indian documentary films garner audiences and awards
globally, but fail to be recognized in India. Unless the films
actually reach people, the impact of documentary filmmaking remains unfulfilled.

Unlike short-form content such as news and social media,
long-form documentaries take the time to build empathy more
deeply, involving audiences directly and immersing them fully
in the situation of others.
The corporatization of media houses in India has made the
common person suspicious of content that is being disseminated
in the mainstream. This makes it incredibly difficult for honest
documentaries to be recognized as real storytelling, especially
since established film distributors are wary of taking up projects
that are not profit driven, and are therefore unmotivated to help
in changing these perceptions.

Films can create impactful change with a strategy. There needs
to be a community around it which leverages the film to address
issues of social importance by questioning the status quo and
bringing together individuals and communities, to raise civic
engagement about these issues.
There are two critical ways in which this impact can
be achieved:
Funds for social impact campaigns
Mentorship for filmmakers in understanding how to create
change with film and work with a strategy that could spark
important dialogues.
There is a scarcity of Impact Producers in India, which is
surprising given that there are over 1000 independent
documentary filmmakers in the country
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THE
#FILMSFORCHANGE
INITIATIVE
Indian Documentary Foundation’s
#filmsforchange forum is based on
tackling the causes within the films.

We believe in
Accelerating the change process using the
power of the visual medium.
Using film as a medium to create impact in India.
Developing the profession of Impact Producers
in the country
Supporting the independent and brave
voices of filmmakers.
Encouraging filmmakers to take on the responsibility
of engaging with the causes in their film.
Incorporating documentary films in the organizational
and corporate sectors not only as tools for their work,
but also as projects that they can take on as a part of
their Corporate Social Responsibility.

GOOD PITCH INDIA

This is where
comes
in; to provide the much-needed focal points
for partnerships between filmmakers and
changemakers that not only work towards
advocacy or policy changes, but more
importantly creating awareness, attitudinal,
social, and cultural movements.
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GOING DESI @ GOOD PITCH INDIA

Good Pitch India, supported by Tata Trusts and hosted
by Indian Documentary Foundation is a satellite event of

the global Good Pitch Program, with the same mission as the
flagship event creating social change using powerful films.

Good Pitch India’s first edition in 2014 was funded by Doc Society
with the generous support of Ford Foundation, hosted by the
Indian Documentary Foundation in partnership with the Mumbai
International Film Festival. Since the program was a part of the
festival, it was an open-entry event for all the festival goers with
a curated panel of pledgers. We had six films from India spanning
the themes of women empowerment, migration, displacement and
identity, child labour, community welfare, and healthcare.

“ Good Pitch

is a great
idea to help young filmmakers pitch their ideas &
encourage them to make
documentaries, but finally
it will all rest on us because
if we create a demand,
there will definitely
be a supply.

”

NANDITA DAS

Veteran Indian actor
and director

In the 2018 edition, Good Pitch India was a standalone invitation
only event supported by Tata Trusts and hosted by Indian Documentary Foundation. The event provided a platform for four urgent
stories from India which were selected from 147 projects. These
comprised of a riveting story of courage from a group of rural
women journalists;
a touching tale of a close-knit, middle class family living with two
children with disability; the dark account of an oppressive tradition
of caste-based child prostitution; and an inspiring story of a public
art project in support of vulnerable young girls in rural India.
At Good Pitch India 2018, we introduced these filmmakers and
their causes to the right allies to create meaningful and lasting
social change.
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THIS IS WHAT
WE AIM FOR
Fuel the very best

Enrich the lives of individuals,

Forge new partnerships

Help build the capacity and

independent documentary
filmmaking in India

between filmmakers and
changemakers from across
civil society.

Unlock new investment
and new audiences for
documentary films.

Connect changemakers

with powerful films they
can deploy in their work.

transforms communities, and
improves societies.

profile of the Indian Documentary
Foundation as a leading mentor
and organiser for independent
film in India.

Capacitate the broader Indian

documentary community, sharing
new models in creating impact with
film in India as well as connecting
filmmakers with new partners and
potential funders in India and
beyond.

Build a ‘good’ network

of filmmakers and
changemakers.
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HOW DO
WE DO IT?

The impact work of

Good Pitch India
is done in 3 steps:
1. Prepping
2. Pitching
3. Pledging.

3

2
1

Prepping

Pitching

Pledging

Four to six filmmaking teams
are hand picked for each event.
Over a year, these teams receive
sustained mentorship and professional development, including
two campaign development
workshops, taking place right
after project selection and again
on the eve of the live event.

Based on months of
research, the audience is
carefully curated to support
the causes of the films. On
the event day, each team has
just 7 minutes to perfectly
pitch their film and its
associated outreach
campaign

The moderator leads a feedback session
with a room of strategically selected
participants who pledge to the filmmakers in the form of expert knowledge,
access to memberships and mailing lists,
campaigning and lobbying expertise,
connections to policymakers or corporate
leaders, and new sources of funding.
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FLASHBACK TO GOOD PITCH INDIA 2014

Good Pitch first touched Indian soil in 2014. The first iteration of the program in India was devised by Doc Society and Sundance
Institute, and brought to the Indian context by the Indian Documentary Foundation in association with Kerala State Chalachitra Academy
and Films Division, Govt. of India, along with the generous support of Ford Foundation, Arambhan Group and Orange Juice Entertainment.
The highlights of the event have been summarized below:

THE FILMS
Six films highlighting stories across a range of social issues
such as problems of migrant labour, child labour, gender
inequality, human rights abuse, health and education.
1. 17 Not Required Indians
2. Border Within Border
3. Driving With Selvi
4. Love Commandos
5. Fireflies in the Abyss
6. Rooting for Roona

ACTION
1. An offer of co-production for the film love
commandos from Shaadi.com
2. Rs. 1.5 lakh to 17 Not Required Indians
3. Donation of a truck by Arambhan Group
to Selvi from Driving with Selvi
4. Additional in-kind support to film makers
including networking, marketing, legal and technical.

ENGAGEMENT
1. 90 individuals representing 25 organizations
of a diverse group ranging from foundations,
NGOs, business leaders, philanthropists,
broadcasters, brands, technology, social
entrepreneurs and media.
2. Moderated by eminent Producer-Director
Kiran Rao, who creates an environment for
intense dialogues and support.

IMPACT
1. 80% of attendees felt Good Pitch was a
strong medium for creating awareness.
2. Many said it resulted in a shift in their
perception and understanding of the
documentary film medium as a powerful
tool for social change.
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I found Good Pitch's approach
of bringing together stakeholders
from different sectors very
interesting…
-Moutushi Sengupta,
Macarthur Foundation

Designing strategies
for affecting change,
they found support
for the region’s
nascent film community, in a manner
which is hereto
unseen and unheard of in India…
-Sonia Kirpalani,
17 Not Required
Indians

Good Pitch India was an
important step, both in
understanding the landscape
of the Indian documentary
film industry, and connecting
with the not-for-profit
sector…
You hardly ever find such
a critical mass of change
makers and game changers
in one platform…

-Pavitra Chalam,
Rooting for Roona

-Patricia Mukhim,
The Shillong Times
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CASE STUDY FROM
GOOD PITCH INDIA
2014
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DRIVING WITH SELVI
Director/Producer:
Elisa Paloschi
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FILM SYNOPSIS
As an innocent child living in impoverished and
desperate conditions, Selvi was a victim of the
society she was born into when she was forced
to marry at the young age of 14.
One day, in deep despair, she made the brave
choice of running away from her abusive marriage.
Instead of adhering to the patriarchal codes that
oppress and restrict women in India, Selvi and
her bold spirit managed to defy and overcome
challenges to establish herself as Karnataka’s
first female taxi driver.

glimpse into the grim reality of poverty, prejudice,
and desperate circumstances of young women in rural
India, but more Importantly the film brings to light a
truly inspiring journey of a charming, strong, and utterly
courageous young woman who broke these barriers.
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Driving With Selvi’s first contact with Good Pitch was
in the 2013 EU edition, where it was one of seven films
selected to participate in the program. In 2014, Driving
with Selvi was selected for Good Pitch Mumbai 2014.
The panelists included UNICEF, UN Women, Dasra,
Chicken & Egg Pictures, Breakthrough and Consulate
General of Canada, Mumbai
Through participation at India’s first edition of Good
Pitch, Driving With Selvi garnered the support it needed
to achieve its impact goals in India and internationally.
One of the most memorable pledges was that of panelist
Alfred Arambhan who gifted a cargo truck to Selvi,
enabling her to launch a transport business with her
husband. Dasra, India’s leading strategic philanthropy
foundation, invited Selvi to speak to key international
philanthropists and change-makers at their Philanthropy
Week. At Dasra’s 2016 Houston Philanthropy Forum,
Elisa was a panelist on the Media and Building a Movement for Adolescent Girl Empowerment panel.
The Consulate General of Canada supported and connected the filmmaker and Selvi to various charities and
brands which enabled a wide network of ongoing relationships that served as a springboard for the campaign’s successes.
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FILM ACHIEVEMENTS
Selvi has been awarded the
‘First Lady’ Award by Ram Nath Kovind,
the President of India, in 2018.

Driving With Selvi has completed a 25-day bus tour, which
screened the film in 30 communities in 4 states, reaching
almost 2,500 girls and women from urban slums, rural
hamlets, schools and government hostels.

The film was part of a two-year community and educational
outreach campaign from 2015 to 2017. As part of the Hero
Academy, a nine-week program for young men, the film was
leverage to change perspectives on traditional norms of
masculinity and gender roles. Approximately 600 young men
participated. There were also 50 community screenings in
India, and 200 school screenings in Bangladesh.
The film has been part of successful engagement programs
across the world, at prominent universities, schools, and
correctional facilities. As of June 2018, more than 500
screenings have been organized.

HOW IT ALL CAME TOGETHER 2018
Good Pitch India supported by Tata Trusts, hosted by Indian Documentary Foundation,
made by Doc Society, in partnership with Sundance Institute.

TATA TRUSTS
1. Capacity building & organizational
development
Bringing a high quality of delivery
to the Good Pitch program
2. Set a new organizational standard:
HR policies instituted
Accounting procedures set up
Compliance to Company Law ensured
Organizational auditing implemented
3. High levels of donor support
guidance and collaboration established

DOC SOCIETY
1. Mentorship of the Good Pitch India
Outreach team
2. Mentorship of the selected filmmakers
3. Training of the Good Pitch India moderator
4. Promotion of call for applications
5. Web support
6. Facilitation of International Partnerships

INDIAN DOCUMENTARY FOUNDATION
1. Delivering the Good Pitch India
2018 event
operations
3. National Fundraising
4. Working collaboratively with other
local and international partners
6. Ensuring consistency with the
Good Pitch ethos of connecting
good films to good people
7. Mentorship of the filmmakers

7. Financial Support
15

TIMELINE FOR GOOD PITCH INDIA 2018
FEBRUARY

JANUARY 2017

Strategy for
India

MARCH

Call for
proposals

JANUARY 2018

JUNE

Announcement
of the films
MARCH – MAY

Outreach/Research
announcement of
new date

Selection
of films

JULY

AUGUST

Proposals/Presentations,
Fund Raising/Creation
of team

Workshop with filmmakers
/workshop with team
Drop out of 1 Film
SEPTEMBER

Selection of
Reserve Film
and Research

Marketing/Outreach
/PR and Publicity

NOVEMBER

FEBRUARY

Collaborations/Marketing
strategy/Outreach Research
Drop out of Lock and Key
Replacement with film
#Missinggirls

APRIL

Pitching Workshop,
Event and
Feedback

Disband team
Postponement
of date to April

OCTOBER

Research/Drop
out of film

DECEMBER

Research

MAY - OCTOBER

Evaluation
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ENGAGEMENT

WE FOLLOW
THE PROCESS
THROUGH

AWARENESS & PERCEPTION

COLLABORATION
ACTION
WRITING WITH FIRE
HER SONG
CLIMBING UPHILL
#MISSINGGIRLS
THE IMPACT CONTINUES…
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ENGAGEMENT
APPLICATION CALL OUT
The Good Pitch India 2014 program had secure funding before putting
out its call for proposals. At Good Pitch India 2018, we announced the call
in anticipation of resources based on the Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) mandate of the Government of India.The CSR mandate requires
companies to spend 2% of their profits in support of social development
issues.The call for proposals, therefore, highlighted the social causes that
fall under the purview of this mandate so as to encourage filmmakers
working on these issues to send in their applications and to be able to
garner support from corporates who fund these issues.
The call for proposals email was sent out jointly by both Doc Society and
Indian Documentary Foundation, leveraging the credibility and reputation
of Doc Society among documentary filmmakers. The call was designed as
a survey so as to provide exit strategies in case of any eventualities.
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DIGITAL APPLICATION OUTREACH
E-mails

40,000

Members of
the Doc Society
mailing list

1500

Members of
the Yahoo Group,
Docuwallas

Social Media

93

Unique
attendees of
Good Pitch 2014

Posting to
Al Jazeera Facebook
page with more than
a million likes

Posting to
IDF Facebook
page with
3000+ likes

147
Entries

Good Pitch India 2018 received a total of 147 applications.
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MOST POPULAR ISSUES
Environmental
Sustainability

Women
Empowerment

PROPORTION OF PROPOSALS
FEATURING STORIES FROM
VARIOUS STATES

APPLICANTS IN %
%

%

%
14% PROPOSALS

61%
MALE

34%

FEMALE

5%
PRODUCTION
COMPANIES

10-13% PROPOSALS
7-9% PROPOSALS
4-6% PROPOSALS
1-3% PROPOSALS
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PROPORTION OF PROPOSALS FEATURING VARIOUS ISSUES
Healthcare
7%

Livelihood
Enhancement

6%

Sports

3%

Sexual
Abuse 4%

Eradication
of Hunger,
Poverty,
Malnutrition

Disability
2%

3%

National
Heritage

Environmental
Sustainability and
Ecological
Balance
14%

Religion, Caste,
Politics, Legal
8%

Education Women
7% Empowerment

Rural
Development

War
Widows 1%

6%

Art &
Handicrafts

Tribal
Culture 5%

Gender
Equality 5%

14%

3%

Farmer’s
Rights 2%

Mental
Health 2%

6%

Animal
Welfare

2%
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SELECTION OF FILMS
World over, Good Pitch selects films
that have a social cause as the core, the
creativity of their storytelling, and how
actionable these stories can be, to garner
the right kinds of partnerships.
Following these criteria, the applicant pool
at Good Pitch India 2018 was assessed by
a panel of judges comprising of experts
from the film, media, and arts industries.

Sophy VSivaraman:

Beadie Finzi:

Founding CEO
Indian Documentary
Foundation

Foundation Director
Doc Society

Bina Paul:

Nick Ware:

Editor, and Vice Chairperson
Kerala State Chalchitra
Academy

Producer and media
consultant; former BBC Channel
executive and TV commissioner
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A rigorous selection process by our judges
whittled the total down to 15 films, from
which a total of 6 finalists were selected

6 FINALISTS
WRITING WITH FIRE
HER SONG
CLIMBING UPHILL
LOCK & KEY
FLICKERING LIGHTS
ASK THE SEXPERT

It feels to me from an external
perspective that Indian documentary
itself is on the rise. I was so impressed
by the quality of the submissions to
this program, it felt to me like a
measurable increase in ambition and
creativity. I was absolutely delighted
to see that, and it’s been very difficult
to select the films we have selected.
– Beadie Finzi
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WORKSHOPS

Many film funders are risk averse and
they only want to come in at the very
end of the production cycle, and so what
that means is we have a community here
in India — as in pretty much everywhere
else in the world — who bear a lot of the
load. They will spend years often alone
with very few resources making this
work. We at Good Pitch are dedicated
to aiding and abetting this field.
– Beadie Finzi

The idea behind conducting workshops at
Good Pitch India is that filmmakers are usually
looking to collaborate with Doc Society and Indian
Documentary Foundation to complete their films,
get funding, and look for distribution roots.
However, the filmmakers had never worked on impact
before, therefore the workshops were such that they
were inspired to understand the power of their film to
change cultural narratives, and recognize and incorporate a new model of fundraising and distribution that
is impact-oriented.
Our workshops were designed as dialogues and
conversations rather than lectures, where filmmakers not
only worked with the mentors, but also with each other.
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WORKSHOP 1.0
AUGUST 2017

WORKSHOP
WITH

The three-day workshop was conducted by senior representatives of Doc Society, Beadie Finzi and Nicole Van Shaick.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE FIRST WORKSHOP INCLUDED:
Three teams from Delhi
- Writing with Fire
- Lock & Key
- Flickering Lights

One team from Mumbai

- Climbing Uphill

One team from San Francisco
- Her Song

Summary of the workshop
The filmmakers were exposed to the possibilities of impact and
outreach of their films, they were shown case studies of films
such as Sunday Beauty Queen (Good Pitch2 South East Asia).
With the guidance and mentorship, they drew inspiration from
these case studies to think of Blue Sky Ideas of all the partners
that they would want to connect and collaborate with. The
filmmakers bounced ideas and project allies off each other,
and the mentors. Ultimately, each filmmaker created their own
brainstorm document that compiled all these ideas and possible connections.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

FILMMAKERS

& GPI
TEAM

Mentoring filmmakers on using films as a
vehicle for change
Inspiring filmmakers to introspect and articulate
their personal motivations and journeys by
showing them case studies of relevant impact films
Delving into subject matter analysis, strategies,
communication styles, and everything in between
Sharing footage from other Good Pitch satellite
events across the world
Discussing best practices, learnings, challenges
Blue Sky Thinking on new and innovative funding,
partnership, and distribution models

BRAINSTORM
DOCUMENT

1. Impact-focused synposis
2. Key impact messages
and goals
3. Target audiences
4. Current and potential
partners for the film
5. Relevant case studies
and models
6. A guiding strategy for each
filmmaker in pursuing their
film

Whatever I’ve seen and heard is fascinating. Spaces like this are like
finding a needle in a haystack because in the Indian context spaces
that curate documentary films and actually help filmmakers think
about the vision of the narrative of the story — where you are not
just looking at completing a film but looking at something much
larger than that — are almost non-existent. To be here to talk about
each other’s films with people who bring in that kind of experience
in global storytelling and have that prowess and the credibility is
fantastic. And just to be here and to say we are standing by your
side, is very reassuring as an independent filmmaker.
-Sushmit Ghosh (Writing with Fire)
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THE DROP OUT STORY
Of the initial selection of six films, three had to drop out during
the outreach stage, both before, and between the two workshops
due to a range of reasons, that included a mismatch in expectations between the filmmaker and the Good Pitch goals, differences in opinion between the director and the producer on the
distribution strategy for the film, a divergence between the
depiction of the film in its trailer versus its full- length form,
as well as logistical issues for some filmmakers who were not
able to travel to India.
In response to each drop-out, the Good Pitch India team adapted
its strategy and sought replacements from the shortlist of applications. One of the replacement films, Eye for an Eye, brought into
the process in October 2017, also had to drop out in the following
month. The fourth and last finalist, #MissingGirls, was brought
into the Good Pitch process in February 2018 – two months
before the final event.

WORKSHOP

1.0

“ASK THE SEXPERT”
drops out

“FLICKERING LIGHTS”
drops out,

replaced by
“EYE FOR AN EYE”

“EYE FOR AN EYE”
drops out

"LOCK AND KEY"
drops out,

"#MISSINGGIRLS"
is chosen film

WORKSHOP

2.0
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Objective of the workshop

WORKSHOP 2.0 APRIL 2018

The objective of this workshop was to equip the filmmakers
with the best impact tools to make them pitch-ready. This
was done by helping them best understand the expectations
and capacities of the attendees, panellists, and refining and
finalising their pitches for the main event. The filmmakers
were very helpful to one another, sharing their progress and
challenges and working together with the mentors to maximise their potential.

The second workshop was an intensive 2-day training in pitching,
again conducted by our experts, Doc Society’s Beadie Finzie, and
Nicole van Schaik. Khushboo Ranka & Vinay Shukla, directors of
the Indian Documentary, An Insignificant Man, conducted a brief
session to share their experience in distributing the film.

PARTICIPANTS IN THE SECOND WORKSHOP
WERE THE FINAL PROJECTS:
One teams from Delhi

- Writing with Fire

One team from San Francisco

Two teams from Mumbai
- Climbing Uphill
- #MissingGirls

PITCHING WORKSHOP

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

FINAL PITCHES

Sharing pitching and pledging footage of other
Good Pitch films at events across the world
Practicing and reiterating 7-minute pitches
Editing assistance for the final cut of the trailers
Filmmakers familiarizing with the moderator
and the members of the audience resulting from
targeted outreach
Discussing possible approaches to next steps
for the films after the event, including
distribution and impact tracking

1.

A final 7-minute pitch for
each filmmaker
2. A final cut of their trailers
to screen on the day of the
event
3. Ideas on how to take the
film and its impact forward
beyond Good Pitch

- Her Song
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CHALLENGES AND LEARNINGS
DURING THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
Challenge:
The team wanted to work as part-time
consultants as they were unable to dedicate
a full-time commitment to the event.
Some of the team members were unable
to fully understand and translate the goals
of Good Pitch India.
Team members were also reluctant to follow
the compliance processes.
Language used by some of the team
members created distrust for the filmmakers

Indian Documentary Foundation CEO
Sophy V Sivaraman intensively worked for
2 days with each filmmaker to assure them
that their projects were in safe and responsible
hands. The upcoming workshop, engagement,
and outreach efforts were therefore significantly
delayed, to ensure that the new team being
assembled had members who were fully
dedicated to the event, and more importantly
were protective and sensitive to the needs of
the filmmakers.
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AWARENESS&
PERCEPTION
The team of Good Pitch India 2018
followed an intricate process to build
awareness amongst the multiple stakeholders involved in the event, so as to build
a influential audience that was capable of
committing meaningful support to the
filmmakers and their causes.

OUTREACH STRATEGY
For the Outreach Team at Good Pitch India 2018,
the goals of Good Pitch as well as the impact goals
of each film were of key importance in selecting the
audience and table panellists that would participate
on the day of the event.
The brainstorm document created during Workshop 1.0
articulated the filmmaker’s impact goals and the kind
of support they wished to receive.This document served
as a crucial starting point for the Outreach Team to craft
a multi-sector, cross-sectional approach that would assemble a strong, enthusiastic, and diverse audience that
would garner meaningful support to the films. A major
priority for the Outreach Team was ensuring that their
efforts served all four films equally.
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THE RESEARCH PROCESS
Our Research Team first set out to research organisations and individuals to identify
probable invitees who had the potential to be strong supporters for the selected films.
412 ORGANIZATIONS / INDIVIDUALS RESEARCHED
Experts & Academics

Campaigners & Advocates

Politicians & Policy Makers

Brands & Companies

Large NGOs with resources

PROCESS

Creating 197
research briefs

Public Figures

Press, Public Platforms & Media
Funders & Philanthropists
Small NGOs highly aligned to the cause

Entry of suitable entities into the Outreach Panellist Log
(as per the format followed in Good Pitch India 2014)

Contacting the entities via
emails, phone calls, and meetings
30

MANAGING THE INVITEES
The Outreach Team’s strength lay in the ability to comprehensively document the team’s efforts. Discussions with Doc Society’s Global Outreach Director helped us strategise a
process of continuous evaluation of the confirmed attendees by which we were able to identify missing sectors and the unaddressed impact goals of each film at different stages.
The Outreach Team’s most important companion – the Master Invitees List – was created using a format provided by Doc Society. Its framework, was used to plan and organise potential and confirmed attendees.

OVERVIEW MASTER INVITEE LIST
Dashboard

The cover sheet of the document
provided an overview of the
outreach efforts at any given time
Formula based coding to allow for
precise planning based on capacity
of the venue and likelihood of

100%

Goal achieved

drop-outs or no shows

Did Not Reply

List of entities who did not reply,
or whose emails bounced
Collation helped the team to find
alternate means to contact them
Helped to keep track of the
quantum of outreach mails sent

74%

Invite requests from
filmmaker/students

Prospects

The goal was to secure attendees to
the 120% of the capacity of the venue
List of prospective attendees added
after and during internal discussions
The communication typically started
with a phone call or a personal meeting
and was continued on mail.
A formal email invitation was mandatory

“If we could, we'd squeeze the whole world in
the room for Good Pitch - but we can't! Each
of our venues has a different capacity inside,
which means sometimes we are able to invite
more participants, sometimes fewer.”

-Doc Society

Invite Request

Considering that Good Pitch is an
invitees-only event, the global site
provides for anyone to request an
invite for any Good Pitch event,
including an indication of what
project they are interested in, and
how they might want to collaborate.
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Attendees on
waitlist
Invite Request

Based on this information,
the outreach team takes a
decision on whether to extend
an invitation or keep the
name on waitlist

823

Invitations
sent
Waitlist

Several attendees wanted to bring
along 1 or 2 colleagues to the event
Each organiation was allowed one
representative, so others were put
onto a waiting list, and offered
confirmation closer to the event

Invited

Once the prospect was sent
a formal invitation, the details
were moved to the ‘Invited’
sheetHelped the team keep a
track of who has been invited

Not Attending

List of invitees who had responded
in negative or cancelled
The outreach team keenly followed
up with prospects to bring them to
the event or at least a part of it

if seats opened up

Confirmed

Once the entity confirmed
their participation at Good
Pitch India, the details
were moved to the
Confirmed sheet

299

Confirmed
attendees

REGISTRATION PROCESS AND THE CATALOGUE
Registration Team facilitated a seamless and convenient process for all attendees
5
4
3

on each invitees’

Attendees
profiles
were reviewed
and used for:

Invitation sent via

professional history,

The Catalogue

emails

company profile, and

The event moderator’s

Registration link sent

objectives.

information cards

to confirmed entities

Requesting attendees’

The global Good Pitch

Registration of

for approval and

website, which hosts the

invitees.

permission to use

profiles of all the individuals

Good Pitch India team

their picture and

and companies that have

offered assistance

information

been part of Good Pitch

2
1

Registration
Process

with registration

Attendee
Profiles
Extensive research

program all over the world.

Good Pitch
Catalogue

Event Day
Online registration
was allowed until day
before the final event.
Each individual was

The team worked with a

given an identity card

graphic designer to create a

and a copy of the

catalogue of invitees as per

catalogue.

the global Good Pitch

A printer was set up to

guidelines.

accommodate walk-ins

It included philosophies

and press on the day

from Good Pitch India

The team answered

collaborators which

questions and encoura-

celebrated documentaries

ged attendees to fill

that create change.

out the “I am a Big Fan

It served as a networking

of Your Work” cards.

resource for all attendees,
both during and after the
event
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The outreach mails were designed to introduce
prospective attendees to the Good Pitch philosophy
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WEBSITE REGISTRATION

ONLINE REGISTRATION
INVITATIONS SENT FROM
GLOBAL GOOD PITCH WEBSITE

204

CATALOGUE

ASSISTED REGISTRATIONS
THROUGH THE WEBSITE
BACKEND
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I’ M A BIG FAN OF YOUR WORK

cards were used to garner
pledges from audience
members who wished
to be discreet

N
A
F
G
I
B
I’M A
K
R
O
W
R
U
OF YO
My name

CLIMBING UPHILL
HER SONG
#MISSINGGIRLS
WRITING WITH FIRE

is

ntact me

You can co

at

w I want to

Here’s ho

help
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WORKSHOP 2.0
The panellists for each film were finalised only closer to the
event during Workshop 2, after discussion between the Moderator,
the Outreach Team and the mentors from Doc Society
As part of curating the invitees, we had to finalise a core group of
pledgers – ‘Panellists’ - for each film that would sit at a table in the
center of the event space to kick start the pledging. We also had a
‘Film Champion’ at each table who was familiar with the film and
its story, to set the tone for the rest of the table. The moderator
typically started the pledging with this person.

TABLE STRATEGY

Beyond the Film Champion, we strove to put together a table with
multiple stakeholders who could collaborate in diverse and meaningful ways, including:
• A grassroots voice through an activist or an NGO
specialising in the cause
• A funder with resources and capital to invest
• A large NGO or international organisation with influence
and access
• Any other entity aligned to the filmmaker’s impact goals
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THE FINAL
AUDIENCE

The team’s efforts resulted in an
exciting and diverse audience for
Good Pitch India 2018

Others

Policy,
Education &
Government

Press

Corporates

4%

12%
12%

23%

%
17%

Individuals

representing

Foundations

3%

9%

234

Film Industry

134

Organisations

from

20%

Campaigners

NGOs

11

Countries
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CHALLENGES AND LEARNINGS
Challenge:

Learning:

The Research Team faced some challenges
in securing specific contact details for invitees, leading
to some duplication of efforts by the Outreach Team.

The Research Team and the Outreach Team will set
up a better communication protocol for an efficient flow of
information.

Challenge:

Learning:

The Outreach Team was put together after
the first workshop and therefore missed out on the
directions in that session, leading to some discrepancies
in protocol.

In the next iteration, we would ensure that we are able
to maintain the continuity of teams throughout the entire program
to minimise confusion and miscommunication, and make provisions
for inducting and training new members on certain key protocols.

Challenge:

Learning:

There were some empty seats in the
audience even though the team had to turn away
several people who were keen to attend the event.

We will ensure a system that allows us to manage dropouts and include waitlisted people to avoid unused audience space and
to offer more people a chance to participate in this unique experience.

Challenge:

Learning:

The printer and back-up printer at the
registration desk on the event day malfunctioned, and
the Registration Team had to make DIY handwritten
identity cards for some attendees

The team would look for a professional printer near
the hotel to print the identity cards prior to the event, and test the
printer at the venue for walk-ins
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COLLABORATION
THE GOOD PITCH

COLLABORATION
PHILOSOPHY

The philosophy of Good Pitch is one of radical
collaboration. This approach involves welcoming potential partners, unlocking a large wave
of resources, generating unexpected partnerships, and producing effective social change
campaigns.
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Becoming part of the
Good Pitch program is not
a traditional partnership
opportunity—this is the chance
to be involved in a profound
mechanism for forging
collaborations in civil society.
-Sophy VSivaraman,
Indian Documentary Foundation

The Good Pitch India
team pitched to many
high-profile organizations. The ones who
collaborated with us
believed entirely in
the philosophy and
walked the journey
with us 100%.

NGOS
PHILANTHROPISTS
FOUNDATIONS

This principle of radical collaboration which underpins this programme has been the very key to its success. A partner who has
supported with in -kind contributions valued at 2,00,000 is afforded the same respect and exposure as one who has given 10,000.
They are both called collaborators, they appear in the billing block
together, in the same font and colours. In addition, we might have
a simple second tier for outreach partners who have allied with
Good Pitch India for our outreach.

BROADCASTERS
CAMPAIGNERS

FILM
MEDIA

BRANDS
POLICYMAKERS

Such an egalitarian approach does not crowd out other potential
partners who are waiting in the wings. It creates the opportunity
for those who are rivals, to participate and come together around
the most important social issues of our times.
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THE VALUABLE SUPPORT OF SOME OF OUR
PRO-BONO COLLABORATORS INCLUDED:
Grey Group who provided graphic

Coolab/Gang Motion Pictures

who provided editing tools to the filmmakers,
and post-production support to the Good Pitch
team for our social media posts and records

radio spots, and 1 telephone interview with
Good Pitch Foundation Director Beadie Finzi
for 1 minute 20secs with Host Annie

Ignite/Bright Mudra provided

Accord Equips were the providers

DesmondJi facilitated easy network-

design services, including those required
for the Good Pitch India 2018 catalogue,
social media content, and radio spots

9 billboards across Mumbai for 6 days
announcing Good Pitch India

Great State Ale Works

facilitated easy networking at the
post event networking soiree

Vivanta by Taj were the hospitality

providers, contributing discounted room
for stay, Banquets for Workshop, Business
Centers and meals.

94.3 Radio One who provided 43

of cameras, sound and recording equipment for Good Pitch India

ing at the post event networking soiree

Face TV who shot the video for Work-

mailers, reaching out to its database of
49000 subscribers

shop 1, and lent us office space for our
Production Team

Camera Corp prepared the One

and Half day of venue recce, and the creative design and shooting of Good Pitch
India event

Pocket Films sent out 2 bulk

MIT Media Lab evaluated the

impact of the event

Lightcraft were the event lighting

and LED wall equipment providers.
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Marine Lines
Queens Road 20x20

Pedder Road 40x20 ET

Andheri Shastri Nagar fcg
Lokhandwala Bridge 40x20

Marine Lines
Queens Road 20x20

Worli Glaxo Opp.
Poddar Hospital 30x20

Pedder Road 40x20 ET

Cadell Road
Nr Kirti College 20x20 MT

Walkeshwar
Bandstand 20x10

Bandra W Opp Talao Next
to Jari Mari Temple 20x20

Worli Glaxo Opp.
Poddar Hospital 30x20

Walkeshwar
Bandstand 20x10

Lower Parel Opp
Paladium Mall 20x20

THE VALUE PRODUCED BY THE COLLABORATION BETWEEN GOOD PITCH INDIA
AND OUR PARTNERS TOTALED ₹40,13,055, WITH 62% OF POTENTIAL COSTS SAVED
Vivanta by Taj

391987 / $6030

2026719 / $31180

660800 / $10166

Coolab/Gang
Motion Pictures

473888 / $7290
295000 / $4538

150000 / $2307

Light Craft

254206 / $3910

117415 / $1806

Accord Equips

217415 / $3344

150000 / $2307

Camera Corp

150000 / $2307

125000 / $1923

Face TV

125000 / $1923

106200 / $1633

Pocket Films

106200 / $1633

40193 / $618

Desmondji

40193 / $618

23100 / $355.00

13100 / $201

Great State
Ale Works
0

ACTUAL COST

295000 / $4538

Grey Group

1744441 / $26837
1014800 / $15612

413000 / $6353

94.3 Radio One

PARTENRS

Actual cost

1550360 / $23851

Ignite/Bright
Mudra

Cost (INR)

Collaborative value

500000

1000000
Cost to Good Pitch

1500000

2000000

2500000

Collaborative value
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The #filmsforchange movement, pioneered by
the Indian Documentary Foundation, is a push to
foster impactful dialogue and engagement using
meaningful documentary films centred around
social causes.

#GETINVITED CAMPAIGN

#FILMSFORCHANGE
MOVEMENT

The #getinvited campaign was designed to
communicate the concept of an invitation-only
forum at Good Pitch India 2018, and to encourage
prospective attendees to log onto the Good Pitch
website to place an invitation request. We worked
with our outreach partners, Pocket Films and
Samhita Social Ventures, to share the #getinvited
mailer with 58,508 individuals, representing 137
companies and 1,304 NGOs.
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MODERATOR @ GOOD PITCH INDIA 2018

Collaboration with
Film Industry Professionals
Star Power
Kiran Rao is a Mumbai-based film director and producer
at Aamir Khan Productions. She has worked on films like
Lagaan (2001), Monsoon Wedding (2001), Swades (2004)
and produced such films as Taare Zameen Par (2007),
Peepli Live (2010), Delhi Belly (2011), the television show
Satyamev Jayate (2012-2014), Dangal (2016) and Secret
Superstar (2017). Her debut as a director was the feature
film Dhobi Ghat (Mumbai Diaries) which premiered at the
Toronto International Film Festival in 2010 and had a
worldwide theatrical release in 2011.

She is also the Chairperson of the board of trustees at the
Mumbai Academy of Moving Image (MAMI) which organises
the Jio MAMI Mumbai Film Festival annually, and Co-Founder
of Paani Foundation which is working towards making
Maharashtra drought free.

"I was so moved by all the four films. The desire they have
to put their protagonist at the center and look at things
through the lens of the person or the lens of what these
issues do at personal and familiar level – that’s the best
way to create empathy for these movements.”
- Kiran Rao

Ms. Rao has been involved in Good Pitch India since its
inception in 2014, having moderated the tables then as well.
Given her support and understanding of our goals and her
success as a moderator in 2014, she was an organic choice
to lead the discussions at Good Pitch India 2018.
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PRESS CONFERENCE
ON 14TH MARCH, 2018

As part of our efforts to promote the #getinvited campaign and
the #filmsforchange movement, our team collaborated with popular
actors and personalities from the Indian film fraternity to hold a
press conference.

The trailers of the four selected films were screened at the conference for the press invitees and
guests. Our objective was to spark a dialogue around documentary films and their potential to create
change using these trailers, as well as to encourage more registrations on the Good Pitch website.
The event was structured as a panel discussion to allow for conversation around #filmsforchange.
The esteemed members of the panel, all of whom have extensive experience in films directed at
social impact.

Jaaved Jaaferi

An Indian actor, voice
actor, dancer, comedian,
impressionist, and cofounder of the Indian
Documentary Foundation,
Mr. Jaaferi is known for
his work in several Indian
advertisements, television shows, and films.

Rahul Dholakia

A director, screenwriter
and producer whose
acclaimed documentary
work includes films
such as:
Teenage Parents and
New York Taxi Drivers.

Nandita Das

A director and actor, known
for her work on films including
Fire, Bawandar, Kamli, Fleeting
Beauty, Provoked, Naalu
Pennungal and many more.
Ms. Das is the first Indian
inducted into the International
Hall of Fame of the International
Women's Forum in Washington,
DC for her work and values.

Rajkumar Hirani

A popular filmmaker known
for his particular style of
direction, award-winning
films, and his ability to tell
light-hearted stories with
great impact. Founder of
his own production house,
Mr. Hirani has also won 15
Filmfare awards.

“If there’s any cinema
that can bring a change,
it’s the documentaries,
and I’m delighted to be
a part of this initiative.”
– Naseeruddin Shah

Naseeruddin Shah

An Indian film and stage actor
and director, and a prominent
figure in Indian parallel cinema.
Mr. Shah has won numerous awards
in his career, including three National
Film Awards, three Filmfare Awards
and an award at the Venice Film
Festival, as well as the Padma Shri
and the Padma Bhushan awards
from the Government of India.
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The press conference was covered by
30 high-profile media houses, including
Times of india, Business Standard,
The Indian Express and other English
mainlines, regionals, online portals,
newswires, and freelance journalists.

23
Online
stories

16
Video
stories on
You Tube

4
Print
stories

43
News stories
covering
the press
conference

Source Mid-day
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CHALLENGES AND LEARNINGS
Challenge:

Learning:

We believed the collaborators of 2014 will continue to be
partners with Good Pitch India in 2018, however certain organizations
had scaled up in their business and changed their mandate, as a result
were unable to collaborate even though they wanted to otherwise.

We will not assume that past
collaborators are natural collaborators, we will keep
a look out for new collaborators, keeping in mind
their philosophy is a match with ours.

Challenge:

Learning:

The press notes were given to the reporters at the news
conference, however the Indian media followed on the news from
aggregator agencies like IANS PTI etc.

For any future news conferences we
will reach out to the aggregator agencies and ensure
that they have the information required to broadcast
accurate and relevant information.

Challenge:

Learning:

We had reached out to Outreach Partners to source
panellists for the event, however, there was no means to track the
efforts put to get the panellists.

We will not acknowledge any Outreach
Partners on our collateral unless we can track their
progress in sourcing panelists.
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ACTION

Hosted by

Supported by

Supported by

CHIRAG DOSHI

Diwaker Chandani

THOUGHTWORKS

FACEBOOK

Hosted by

The Good Pitch India 2018 Event
Good Pitch India 2018 was held at the Experimental Theatre at
Mumbai’s National Centre for the Performing Arts on 4th April 2018.
The event provided a forum in which a multitude of stakeholders from
a variety of sectors could come together and commit meaningful
support towards the films and their causes.
We encouraged as much networking as possible during the day.
the filmmakers and attendees were given the Good Pitch India 2018
Catalogue and were able to interact with each other during lunch
and tea time.

09:00 – REGISTRATION
10:30 – WELCOME & INTRODUCTION

14:30 – IMPACT CASE STUDY
– THANKYOU FOR THE RAIN

11:15 – IMPACT CASE STUDY

14:45 – CLIMBING UPHILL

– DRIVING WITH SELVI

15:30 – #MISSINGGIRLS

11:30 – WRITING WITH FIRE

16:15 – CLOSING REMARKS

12:15 – HER SONG

16:30 – POST PITCH TEA

The opening ceremony of the event was kicked off by the filmmakers
and protagonists lighting diyas, followed by a soulful rendition by vocalist
Vasundhara Vee.The welcome speech to the event was given by Mr Jaaved
Jaaferi, the co-founder of Indian Documentary Foundation, who then invited
Mr Burzis Taraporevala, CFO and Company Secretary Tata Trusts to give the
keynote speech for the event. Indian Documentary Foundation CEO Sophy
VSivaraman then introduced and handed over the mic to Kiran Rao, the
moderator, who moderated the pitches for the rest of the day.
Filmmaker Elisa Paloschi presented the impact story of her film
Driving with Selvi which was pitched at Good Pitch India 2014.
Post lunch, Emily Wanja, the impact director form Kenya shared the
impact journey of the documentary Thank You For The Rain.

13:00 – LUNCH
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" In a first of its kind initiative we at
Tata Trusts are supporting a platform that
promotes inspirational, social justice films
by connecting them to different change
makers around the world. Good Pitch is an
internationally renowned pitching forum
that has played a critical role in the growth
of many such cause ridden documentaries."
-Burzis Taraporevala, CFO and Company
Secretary, Tata Trusts
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PITCH SESSION

The filmmaking team
had 7 minutes to pitch
their project (including
the screening of their
trailer)
After the pitch, the
moderator introduced
the protagonist(s) of
the film, who spoke
about their cause

The filmmaking team
joined the table, following
which a discussion ensued,
led by the moderator, where
panellists pledged their
support towards the film
and/or its cause

Audience members
who did not vocalise
their pledges , later
pledged on the “I’m a
Big Fan of Your Work”
cards

The moderator
then opened the floor
to organic pledges
from the audience
members

A translator was
present throughout
the event to interpret
pledges and communication from other
languages to English
A transcriber
was also there to
transcribe the entire
event for our records

Pledges made by entities
who identified with the cause
but were unable to attend
the event were read out by the
Good Pitch India team. Some
entities chose to create videos
of their pledges, which were
screened
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THE PLEDGES
The Good Pitch India
2018 resulted in

212 Pledges from
84 Entities

The pledges made by the panelists, audience members, and by
supporters who attended the event were inspiring and powerful.
The filmmakers, in their pitches requested support for both their
films as well as the causes and communities they represented:
the attendees also pledged support to both the areas. The event
was therefore successful not only in helping the filmmakers find
support for the completion of their films, but more importantly
in creating direct links between important stakeholders and the
protagonists, thereby securing commitments to work on the
social issues that they are affected by.

A post-event analysis of pledges
can be clubbed under 8 categories
Outreach: pledges focused on community development

and public engagement, including support specifically for
distributing and promoting the films and taking forward
the impact campaigns upon completion

Infrastructure: pledges to donate or create access to ma-

terials and resources, including transport and technology

Capacity Building: pledges to share knowledge and expertise, and offers to work with the filmmakers or the cause
to increase impact

Funding: pledges to contribute financial support for the
films, the causes, and the impact campaigns

Fundraising Support: pledges to assist with efforts to raise

financial support for the films, the causes, and the impact
campaigns

Network Building: pledges to facilitate introductions to

other organisations and individuals that could add value
to the film or work directly to further the cause.

Many of the pledges made towards the films will go on to support their impact campaigns, by which the films and their outreach will be strategized and leveraged to fulfil the impact goals
of the filmmaking teams to create a constant and widespread
change among various sections in society

Advocacy: pledges that intend to create dialogue and

engage with relevant stakeholders to advocate sensitivity around the cause

Miscellaneous: pledges that do not fall under any of the

above categories
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THE NUMBER OF PLEDGES MADE IN EACH CATEGORY BY THE
DIFFERENT KINDS OF ATTENDEES WHO COMMITTED SUPPORT
3

12

9

6

11

28

Capacity Building

8

1
1

5

2
1

17

4

11

Funding
7

3
3
1

2

Infrastructuret

1

1

Fundraising Support
7

41

8

1

5

16
10

18

Miscellaneous

25% of all pledges
9

5

1

2

2

1

1

8

11

9
Advocacy

1

1

Pledges from the
Film Industry made up

Network Building

Outreach was the
largest category, with

9

87

15

41% of all pledges

28
Outreach

INR 34 Lakhs+
Campaigner

Corporates

Film Industry

Foundation

NGOs

Others

Policy, Education
& Government

pledged for the
films & the causes
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Film Industry

NGOs

Corporates

Foundations

Funding

1

1

1

5

Infrastructure

1

1

2

Miscellaneous

3

2

Others

Capacity Building

11

9

1

Network Building

5

3

7

18

Outreach

28

16

15

10

Grand Total

53

35

35

35

9

1

2nd & 3rd Highest Contribution

Grand Total

1

8

5

11
12

9

4

Top Contribution

1

1

Fundraising Support

KEY

Campaigners

8
2

3

Advocacy

Policy, Education
& Government

2

1

17

6

1

28

7

1

41

34

9

1

87

13

7

212

4th & 5th Highest Contribution

GRAND TOTAL

TYPE OF PLEDGE

THE DISTRIBUTION OF PLEDGES AMONGST THE CATEGORIES OF
PLEDGES AND THE KIND OF ATTENDEE WHO MADE THE PLEDGE.

Lowest Contribution
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KEY INSIGHTS

31%

of pledges made
directly for the
cause

INR 34 Lakhs

Pledged for the films and their
causes

41%

Of the pledges were dedicated
to Outreach

25%

Attendees from the Film Industry made the most pledges.
This is in line with the fact that
at 24%, they had the largest
representation in the audience.

69%

31%

69%

32%

of pledges were
made for the
film

Of all outreach pledges, were made by the film industry, who committed towards screening and distribution of the completed films.
NGOs and Corporates had the next highest proportion
of Outreach pledges, with 18% and 17% respectively.

63%

Pledges for funding made by attendees
representing Foundations.

44%

Foundations also contributed the most
network building pledges.

54%
Not dependent
46% on completed film
Dependent on
completed film

25%

Corporate and Policy, Education
and Government representatives
made the most pledges to contribute Infrastructure.

53%

Corporate attendees were able
to pledge support for fundraising efforts.

75%

Attendees from the Policy, Education and Government sectors made
advocacy pledges.
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FOLLOW-UPS

Post-event, the Good Pitch India team sent the filmmaking teams a full transcription of the day’s event, a Pledge Document that
included the pledges for their respective films, a Handover Document which included contact details of all the attendees, as well
as password-protected links to the videos of the pitching-pledging sessions of their respective films. This is where the Good Pitch
India team took a backseat and empowered the filmmakers to take the lead with following up the pledgers made at the event.
Of the pledges made to filmmakers at the event, many would require a rigorous follow-up process involving meetings and
months of relationship building. For this reason, continued dialogue and persistence is critical from the filmmaking teams.
The Indian Documentary Foundation offered the filmmaking teams with three consultation meetings and one strategy
meeting, as required and requested by them.
In order to better understand the role of Good Pitch India in facilitating impactful partnerships, we conducted post-event
interviews with the filmmakers as well as a selection of attendees, to gauge the progress made since the event and the action
taken based on the pledges made. The attendees interviewed were chosen such that the selection represented all four films.
The selection of pledges studied included a total of 63 pledges from 17 attendees. Below are the results of the study:

Pledges Dependent on Completed Film

Infrastructure & Funding Delivered
19%

Action
Completed

6%

29%

100% of funding pledges followed up on had
been delivered to the intended recipient
E.g. INR 50,000 committed toward film
production for Her Song
E.g. A scooter was delivered to Writing With
Fire’s protagonists in Uttar Pradesh with
assistance from the Good Pitch India team

No
Contact

Pending due to Dependence
on Completed Film or Other Projects

46%
Contact made,

Action
pending

The largest proportion of the pledges are at
preliminary stage of conversation but not yet
moved to action
Some of these involve collaboration on other
projects that are yet to start or other deadlines
E.g. a pledge to share all the films’ pitches at an
event scheduled for the end of 2018

Cases where neither the filmmaker nor the pledger
had made contact since the event
Many of these pledges involved outreach assistance,
including screenings and marketing for the films, which
was often as the reason for lack of follow-up
E.g. a pledger who intends to use the completed Her Song
film for advocacy expects to be in touch when it is finished

Network Building and
Capacity Building Support Ongoing
Action
Initiated

E.g. One academic is in talks with colleagues to
build a research framework for the Banchara
tribe portrayed in Her Song
E.g. One film consultant is in the process of mentoring
the Climbing Uphill filmmaker and in talks with the others
E.g. One corporate head has begun raising production
funds for #MissingGirls
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Each pledge are at one of Four stages

No
Contact

These were pledges that had not seen any
contact made by either the filmmaker or the
pledger to follow up. A majority of these pledges
were ones that were dependent on the completed film being ready for screening, which was the
primary reason given for lack of follow up. Some
of these included pledges to host screenings and
panel discussions centered around the film, and
the submission of and recommendations for the
films to international film festivals.

Action
Initiated

This category includes pledges that have seen
the first few rounds of follow-up, but have not yet
progressed to the action stage. Almost half of the
pledges fall into this category.

Contact
made,
Action
pending

The films still being in the production and postproduction stages was again a major reason given
for the status of the pledge, with 62% of pledges
in this category being dependent on the completed film. Many of these had the pledger and filmmaker in preliminary stages of conversation and
having decided to reconnect upon the film’s completion. These included screenings of the films at
international institutions and government offices
for advocacy, and assistance with distribution. The
other reason for lack of action was the depedence
on other projects and timelines for the pledge to
come to fruition. One pledger had committed to
sourcing jewellery for her costume design work
from Rashmi, one of the protagonists of Climbing
Uphill, but will have to wait until later this year for
her project to start.
The remaining pledges had not yet moved to
action simply because the offer to assist with
the project had been extended, and one party
is currently awaiting response from the other
to move the pledge forward.

Most of the pledges in this category were for network building
and capacity building support, for which the process has been
initiated and is ongoing. For this reason, though there has been
meaningful progress made, they are not yet considered complete.
Network building pledges involve connections and intersecting
conversations to be initiated, and therefore many are in the
middle stages.
One example is an expert film consultant’s commitment to
mentor the Climbing Uphill filmmaker through their production
and post-production stages, which is an ongoing process. This
pledger is also in ongoing talks with other filmmakers to deliver
the same support.
Another is an academic who has pledged to develop a research
framework to study the history and current status of the Banchara
tribe—the focus of the film Her Song—and is in the midst of discussions with the filmmaker and colleagues to put together a team and
a timeline for the project. Similarly, the filmmaker of #MissingGirls
has met with a corporate pledger to put together a plan to raise
funding for the film’s production from High Net Worth Individuals,
the process for which will take place over the course of multiple
months. The commitment to secure international press cards for the
Khabar Lahariya journalists of the film Writing with Fire is also in its
final stages but has not been completed yet due to the number of
stakeholders involved in its fulfilment.

Action

Completed

This 6% of pledges have reached fruition and require no further
follow-up. Of these, the majority were funding commitments for
either the cause or the film that have as well as one infrastructure
donation that have been handed over to the intended recipients.
This included one pledge to donate INR 50,000 of personal funds
toward the production of Her Song. A corporate grant of USD
25,000 from LUSH Cosmetics Canada towards Writing with Fire
was secured in the months following the event. Another significant
contribution made at the event itself was that of a scooter presented to Meera Devi, the protagonist of Writing with Fire, the delivery
of which to Uttar Pradesh along with the required documentation
was facilitated by the Good Pitch India team.
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CHALLENGES AND LEARNINGS
Challenge:

Learning:

Though there was representation from many sectors in the
audience, there were some that had a much smaller presence, such as the
corporate sector.

We will focus more strongly on
the representation of various sectors right
from the beginning of the process, and track
the efforts proportion-wise throughout.

Challenge:

Learning:

Most of the films were in the pre-production stage as a
result their impact can be assessed only when they are completed,
which can be as far as four to five years in future.

We will give more emphasis to
films in post-production and to be released
soon stages

Challenge:

Learning:

There was some confusion amongst attendees about who
would be part of the panel on the day of the event and who would be in the
audience. Early on in the process, we had committed to certain attendees
that they would be panellists, but to ensure that the film and its impact
goals were achieved in the best possible manner, we later had to move
some of the panellists to the audience and vice versa.

We will need to be more
mindful about promising a position at the
table early on, since this is only decided a
few days before the event in collaboration
with Doc Society.
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WRITING
WITH
FIRE

Women from marginalized communities are doubly
disadvantaged, and are often exposed to extreme
levels of violence and abuse on a regular basis. In
2006 according to studies by the Government of India’s Ministry of Women & Child Development, Uttar
Pradesh ranked 34th out of 35 Indian States and
Union Territories on the Gender Development Index,
and was placed in the 16th for its Gender Empowerment Index (GEM) score.

THE ISSUE
The state of Uttar Pradesh reports some
of the lowest socio economic indicators in
India. There are huge inequalities in terms
of landholding, higher education and
wealth distribution, and multi-dimensional
poverty across the castes and socio economic groups in the state.

These communities are grossly underrepresented in
most industries despite their share of the population,
and the field of journalism is no exception. Women
from marginalized communities are nearly absent
among the key decision-makers.

It is into this void of representation that
Meera and the Khabar Lahariya army of
journalists are blazing a trail for themselves and their community.
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SYNOPSIS
In one of the most socially oppressive and
patriarchal states of India, emerges Khabar
Lahariya. Meera, its popular reporter, leads the
move to magnify the newspaper’s impact with
an audacious decision - to transform it from a
print to a digital news agency.

Working in media dark villages, mocked and
discouraged, this is the story of a unique journalistic movement in building what will be the
world’s first digital news agency run entirely
by rural women.

The Film

WRITING WITH FIRE

Sushmit Ghosh,
Director/Producer

Rintu Thomas,

Director/Producer

We produce films that are both
engaging and value-creating, leading to tangible action and change
in the world.
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ENGAGEMENT
The start of the journey
Ever since they co-founded Black Ticket Films,
Rintu Thomas and Sushmit Ghosh have been in
the business of creating impact-focused communication, films and documentaries revolving
around pressing social issues. Writing With Fire
is their first feature-length documentary, of
which they are both Director/Producers.

Writing With Fire was born in early 2016, when the
filmmakers first saw a video on the work of Khabar
Lahariya and immediately realized they were on to
something special. Already familiar with themes of
marginalization and oppression through their previous work, the filmmakers embarked on a journey to
spend time on ground and form relationships with
the community behind Khabar Lahariya, and further
research the subject.
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Though familiar with Doc Society and the
global Good Pitch program, the filmmakers
first heard about Good Pitch India 2018
through social media. Interested to see what
it could do in the Indian context and what it
might do for their film, they applied in early
2017.

Through engagement with Good Pitch India,
the filmmakers hoped to gain a network of
grassroots screening partners, connections
with global educational institutions, the support of public figures to amplify the voice of
the film, as well as achieving infrastructural,
network building, and funding support for
Khabar Lahariya.

“The story told of India is often one of poverty
and the have-nots. While that is a reality, and is
part of most societies, many stories often highlight the issues without showing the rays of hope
and the resilient men and women who are fighting back. This was an amazing opportunity to
dive into some of the same issues but come out
with a completely different narrative, where we
could showcase the ways in which these women
are taking on centuries old oppression in a nonviolent, innovative way. It was extremely exciting to see through the lens of a camera.”
-Rintu Thomas,
Director/Producer, Writing with Fire
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CAPACITY BUILDING THROUGH THE WORKSHOPS

The filmmakers had the opportunity to sharpen and hone their ideas for the film’s impact and strategize on partnerships and resources required through an ongoing mentoring process and the two capacity building workshops.
The Brainstorm Document summarized the impact journey of the movie as shown below.

Main Messages
• Unique, disruptive model of journalism where rural
women are learning to use modern, digital technologies to assert their rights as citizens and ensure that
the State machinery responds to millions of people
who were previously denied their fundamental rights
• Dignity, justice, and equity for all are the values that
drive the work of Meera and her journalists – they
are redefining the essence of journalism in the
‘post-truth’ era
• The work of disruptors like Meera and her team
needs immediate support – their work as the potential to become a transformational force for many
millions across India and shift the culture of the
communities/lands they work in
• The film should be able to inspire and energise many
more spaces and individuals to act based on their
most fundamental potential in creating a new future

Impact goals

Impact strategy

• Build visibility for KL’s work both
in India and internationally

• Improve the brand presence of KL in India through partnerships
with existing digital players

• Create opportunities for fundraising to strengthen KL infrastructure
– partnerships that are invested in
KLs mid and long-term growth

• Create a strategy to exponentially increase visibility, month on month

• Focus on disrupting social norms
and generating conversations
about equity, gender, justice, and
dignity for all life through screenings across India

• Greater international visibility to KL and its journalists to create a protective
mechanism for the work they are doing. For e.g. holding special screenings
and talks in Universities/platforms globally (like Columbia School of Journalism,
TED, etc) or using the film as a case study on designing social justice strategies
through community journalism

• Policy and education tool – leverage the film as a policy and education toolkit in India, particularly
in academies for public administration and journalism schools

• Build credibility for the brand by having articles written by instiuttions/magazines like Caravan, Outlook in India, and NYT, Guardian
etc internationally

• Partner with NGOs with scalable reach in Hindi speaking states for screening the
film across villages to boost on-ground visibility and recruit future journalists

• Build systems of support and protection through administrative/
legal/judicial and police system for KL and journalists on ground

Over the course of their engagement between Workshop 1.0 and the main event, the filmmakers were in contact with mentors from Doc Society as well as the Indian Documentary Foundation team to refine their impact
strategy, the trailer, and their approach to pitching the film.
• While they already had an idea of what impact meant for their film due to their decade-long experience in the field, they received
inputs on understanding what type of impact is possible for the film in the Indian context. Having mostly pitched their film abroad and
at other forums, the input on how the film might do in the country of its origin was extremely useful, and the filmmakers reported
having many interesting conversations with the mentors on how they could leverage the Good Pitch experience as best as possible
• The initial iteration of the impact goals had been solely focused on the organization and the protagonists, and therefore the outreach
effort was also focused on ensuring support for Khabar Lahariya as an organization. Upon further communication, and a meeting
between the Good Pitch India team and the filmmakers in December 2017, the second iteration was expanded to include requests for
support for the film as well, such as impact distribution.
• The filmmakers received ongoing support from the Doc Society who shared examples of successful trailers, and suggestions on where
to make changes to the audio and insert soundtrack to increase the effectiveness of the Writing With Fire trailer in the Good Pitch
context. The trailer was refined by colour correcting the visuals to the filmmaker’s satisfaction.

“It was really wonderful was to be
supported in a very warm and constructive way by both Doc Society
and the Good Pitch India team – in
the way the tables were curated, the
way our pitches were worked hard
with, with all the wordsmithing, just
to make sure the 2 and a half years…
was distilled into a 7-minute piece.
It’s a really tough job and we’re very
happy to have been handheld by
some of the top professionals with
a heart of gold.”
-Rintu Thomas,
Director/Producer, Writing with Fire
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Facebook posts reaching
15,137 people, including
9,788 video views

9,171 impressions
on Twitter, including 53 likes
and 22 retweets

AWARENESS
Through an intensive research process, we devised a strategy to
reach out to the appropriate stakeholders who could be potential

Throughout the outreach process, we
facilitated communication on social media
platforms to spread the word and build a
profile for the film and Khabar Lahariya’s
cause.

supporters for the project according to the filmmakers’ impact
goals. For the goal to build visibility for Khabar Lahariya’s work,
both nationally and internationally, we ensured that a representative of the International Press Institute, John Yearwood, could be in
attendance to offer support. Similarly, the efforts to ensure screening partners for the film upon its completion resulted in representatives from organizations like Shemaroo and Luminosity Pictures.
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COLLABORATION

Khabar Lahariya is a
well-known organization, and
attracted a lot of enthusiasm
and willingness to support.

The final roundtable members for the film included top executives and leaders from a number of high-profile organizations including:

Osama Manzar, Founder of the
Digital Empowerment Foundation,

Nishant Lalwani, Head of
Independent Media at Omidyar,

John Yearwood, Chairman of the
International Press Institute,

Alfred Arambhan, Founder
& Head of Arambhan Group,

a social sector organization
working to empower marginalised communities to come
online

a philanthropic investment
firm that supports marketbased efforts to catalyze
economic and social change

a global organisation dedicated
to the promotion and protection
of press freedom and the improvement of journalism practices

an established supply chain
and logistics company

Anurag Batra, Chairman/Editor
-in-Chief of Business World and
Exchange4Media, a special

Priya Naik, Founder & CEO
of Samhita Social Ventures,

Betsy Tsai, Film Fund Assistant
at the Sundance Documentary
Institute, a nonprofit organiza-

Tricia Stevens, Charitable
Giving and Ethical Campaigns
Manager at LUSH, a cosmetics

tion dedicated to the discovery
and development of independent artists and audiences

retailer with philanthropic initiatives supporting global
grassroots initiatives

interest publishing company
that publishes websites and
magazines

a social sector consulting
firm that creates connects
between stakeholders looking to create impact
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ACTION
On the day of the event, Rintu and Sushmit pitched
their film to a rapt audience. They were accompanied by Meera Devi, star protagonist and avid
Khabar Lahariya journalist, who eloquently delivered her perspective and helped the audience to
see the larger context and cause behind the film.

Meera's presence in the room strongly brought
out the reality of the situation in Uttar Pradesh
and the pressing need for support for organizations like Khabar Lahariya, and forced the audience to confront it.

After the screening of the trailer and the filmmakers’ pitch,
moderator Kiran Rao started with the most enthusiastic
pledger at the table - John Yearwood of the International
Press Institute - who set off the pledging to a thumping start.
The conversation then went on to Sundance’s Betsy Tsai, the
Film Champion, whose organization has already extended
financial support to the project, before moving on to the
pledges of the rest of the roundtable members and the audience. The pledges kept coming in, with multiple audience
members standing up to make their commitments.

Of the attendees that had discussed potential areas of support
with the Good Pitch India team during the outreach process,
79% of pledgers followed through to commit what they said
they would on the day of the event.

As a result of the engagement between the filmmakers and
the Good Pitch team, the collaboration to bring the right
people to the audience and at the table, and the pitches,
Writing With Fire secured 65 pledges from 39 individuals on
the day of the Good Pitch India event to support rural journalism and the empowerment of women and marginalised communities in Uttar Pradesh.
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There are hardly any cases of women reporters in India - it is almost nonexistent - so we need a lot of support and resources to continue this journey.
We would like Khabar Lahariya to spread all over the world, and we do not have
such resources right now, so we need your support to be able to maintain a spirit
of democracy and address rural issues and have fierce journalism stay alive.
-Meera Devi,

Protagonist, Writing With Fire
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PLEDGES FOR WRITING WITH FIRE

5%
FUNDING

9%
CAPACITY BUILDING
14%
FUNDRAISING SUPPORT

%

18%
NETWORK BUILDING
45%
OUTREACH

65
pledges

5%
INFRASTRUCTURE
3%
MISCELLANEOUS
2%
ADVOCACY

from

39
individuals

63%
not dependent on

the completed film

37%
dependent on

the completed film
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SHIFTS AND CHANGE
Since the event, the filmmakers have
progressed in the production process
and are expected to reach the post-production stage by the second half of 2019.

Meera Devi

with her new scooty
after it reached UP's
Banda district, ready
for use

Progress has been made on the pledges as well. After the Good Pitch
handover, Sushmit and Rintu reported having followed up with 100% of the
pledges they received at the event. Of the 65 pledges, conversations are
progressing and some concrete results have begun to show:
• LUSH has awarded the filmmakers a grant of USD 25,000 for

the film’s production and post-production
• The filmmakers reported additional funding of more than INR 5 lakhs
received on Khabar Lahariya’s crowdfunding page after the event
• This includes a contribution of INR 2.2 Lakhs from Zain Memon of Memesys

Labs to support the work and capacity building of Khabar Lahariya journalists
• Follow up with the Arambhan Group and collaboration with the Khabar Lahariya

teams enabled the scooter gifted to Meera Devi by Alfred Arambhan
on the day of the event to be transported to Banda district, including ensuring
that a license and a temporary registration was in place.

• Continued conversation with the International Press Institute has led to

an agreement made to supply international press cards and

accreditation to Khabar Lahariya journalists
• The Digital Empowerment Foundation has donated two smartphones
to Khabar Lahariya
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I think documentary has a very solid role to play in creating change, because it talks about
real life, real issues, and real engagement…in our country, which loves the visual medium,
there are so many opportunities to be explored.The art does, however, need to be made well
and for that you need funds and partners.The whole vocabulary around production and investment in it are things that are not there in the Indian context–both for the filmmakers and
potential funders out there. Perceptions don’t change overnight. Maybe with more editions
of Good Pitch we’ll get there–and we’ve found it valuable to be part of that journey.
-Sushmit Ghosh,

Director/Producer, Writing with Fire
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GOING AHEAD
The film’s supporters and advocates believe that the
film has a huge potential to go forward and create
meaningful impact.

Alfred Arambhan, of Arambhan Group, said that his
belief in the potential of documentary film and its impact
had been enhanced, and he was heartened by the show of
well-meaning and generous support seen during the
pitches.

The event and this film was John Yearwood’s first introduction to Khabar Lahariya and its take on rural journalism.
After his participation at Good Pitch India, Khabar Lahariya
is not only on their way to getting international press cards,
but has also had members nominated for international
awards and will have their work spoken about to leadership
at high-profile organizations, including the Asian American
Journalist Association, the International Women’s Media
Foundation, and the Online News Association, already
seeing an immense increase in international exposure.
The filmmakers emerged from the Good Pitch process
doubly determined to create a space for documentary film
and its powerful potential to create social change in India.
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HER SONG

The Banchara tribe is a community
of 15,000-odd members, who are
spread over 70 ‘deras’ settlements
in Neemuch, Mandsaur and Ratlam
districts in Madhya Pradesh. Their
(settlements) in Mandsaur is around
210 km from Indore.

THE ISSUE

A historically oppressed community,
the Banchara suffer from a number
of economic disadvantages including high rates of unemployment. As
a result, over the years, women and
girls have been forced into prostitution to fill this gap. They spend
much of their time on the highways,
where their main clients include
truck drivers, cab drivers.
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Truck drivers engaging in unprotected
sexual intercourse with multiple partners in
urban and rural areas along the highways of
India are known to be a major vector of HIV
infection. Given their low position in society
and urgent dependence on their profession,
these women and girls do not find any basis
to deny sexual services to customers.

Many commercial sex workers fall victim
to sexual assault, and suffer from intense
physiological and psychological trauma,
such as sexually transmitted diseases,
frequent abortions, rape trauma syndrome,
post-traumatic stress disorder, low selfesteem, guilt, and self-destructiveness.

The experience of the Banchara community
is echoed across India: there are nearly 1.2
million sex workers below the age of 18,
with about 40 underage girls being forced
into prostitution on a daily basis. There has
been an increase of roughly 8% in the flesh
trade in India every year since 2012.

Her Song captures the experiences
of girls from the Banchara tribe in
battling centuries-old systems of
oppression to pursue their own
destinies.
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SYNOPSIS
Her Song tells the story of three women from one
of the lowest castes in India: the Banchara. Because
of the intense prejudice this caste experiences, the
men cannot find work. So for generations, the
women and girls have prostituted themselves,
often starting as young as 10 years old.

The film follows Rani, a 16-year-old prostitute;
Bulbul, her 12-year-old sister who hopes to escape
her fate; and Laxmi, one of the few women to accomplish this, but at a terrible price. Still, even
when all seems hopeless, these women remain
resilient in the face of oppression, and refuse to
give up hope.

The Film

HER SONG

Atin Mehra,

Director/Producer

Mae Thornton Mehra,
Co-Director/Producer

“We are motivated to use documentary
filmmaking to create empathy and catalyze social justice for marginalized communities whose stories must be heard.”
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ENGAGEMENT
The start of the journey
Atin, a photographer and videographer, first came into
contact with the Banchara community during a visit to
Madhya Pradesh in 2009. Struck by the people and the
situation they were in, he was determined to come
back, camera in hand, to get involved and better understand what was happening there. In 2010, he returned
to the area and began shooting footage of the community. Since then, Atin and Mae’s project has blossomed
into a multi-faceted endeavor to document and account
for the experience of the Banchara people.

Despite being based in the United States,
the both Atin and Mae have continued to
visit the community to build relationships
and trust. Their ongoing engagement with
the Banchara and their work on the film also
encompasses some much-needed primary
research on the historical and socioeconomic context of the community, whose experiences and circumstances are almost completely unaccounted for.
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Mae and Atin first heard that Good Pitch
was happening in India from a previous
Good Pitch alumna – Elisa Paloschi director
of Driving With Selvi – who recommended
applying. Excited by the prospect of connecting with the documentary filmmaking
community in India and forming networks in
the space, they applied for the 2018 edition.

Through engagement with Good Pitch India,
the filmmakers sought funds to complete the
film and the anthropological and linguistic research of the Banchara community, sponsorship for community screenings and educational
lesson plans for use in classrooms, and legal
assistance for the film and the community.

“A big piece of the film is about addressing the
fact that alot of this community’s history was
erased during the colonial period and there is
very little written about them. You really can’t
look them up and find out who they are and
where they came from and why they are where
they are today. We are still working on that with
a linguist and a couple of historians and anthropologists, and want to continue accessing archival research within libraries in the US, Europe,
and in India, to start to build a historical context
piece which we are going to build into the film.”
-Mae Thornton Mehra,
Director/Producer, Her Song
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CAPACITY BUILDING THROUGH THE WORKSHOPS

The filmmakers had the opportunity to sharpen and hone their ideas for the film’s impact and strategize on partnerships and
resources required through the two capacity building workshops organized by Good Pitch India and an ongoing mentoring process.
The Brainstorm Document summarized the impact journey of the movie as shown below.

Main Messages

Impact goals

Impact strategy

• Resilience and hope in the face of adversity

• Provide a larger historical context to caste-based prostitution

• Community screening programs

• The complex and circular issue of caste

• Serve as a mirror for the Banchara to see themselves in a new light and

• Opening community centres for support

discrimination

become a genuine step towards healing for the community

• Involve politicians and political support
• The disparity in access to work, education,

justice, and health care between girls and
boys

• Raise awareness about the intersectionality of caste discrimination,

poverty and sex trafficking
• Screening and awareness creation for the
• Through on-ground alliances, catalyze real, pragmatic, communi-

• The issue of child prostitution

for policy changes

police

ty-based solutions to the issues addressed in the film
• Speaking to truckers [Transport Corpora-

• The role of the Director regarding interven-

tion in the protoganists’ lives

• Ensure basic human rights for the community including access to

tion of India]

justice, healthcare, education and alternative work opportunities

Over the course of their engagement between Workshop 1.0 and the main event, the filmmakers were in contact with mentors from the the goodpitch team to refine their impact strategy,
the trailer, and their approach to pitching it.
• Mae and Atin had been conceptualizing the impact the film seeks to create for the Banchara community over the

course of many years, and had existing ideas of potential partners and activities. The Good Pitch team was able to
leverage this to invite as many supporters as possible to the event
• Given the sensitive nature of the film's topic, it was subject to some regulation by the Indian Government under the

Juvenile Justice Act, 2015. Collaboration between the filmmakers, the Good Pitch team, and NGO’s and legal advisors resulted in the trailer being compliant with those regulations
• The filmmakers had many versions of the trailer for the film, but worked specifically with the Good Pitch team to

edit and colour correct the trailerit for the event, and bring out elements that would resonate with the audience
The filmmakers reported that the guidance from the team, especially in the conversations around impact, provided
useful insights into how the film could be leveraged for different purposes upon its completion and how it could
amplify the impact on the community. Over and above those insights, the filmmakers were extremely happy to be
part of a community of documentary teams working on issues within India, as they are so often outside of the
country, which can sometimes be difficult when looking for support and advice

“The women have told us that this is the
first time that someone has recognized
them as something different from what
they usually see in their day to do lives–
at the bottom of the caste systems, doing
work that no one else wants to do. In
some of the first interviews we had with
one of the main protagonists, she told us
that it was probably the first time that
someone had ever sat and listened and
cared about her story, and wanted it to
be shared. This was very powerful for
everyone involved. That is what this film
aims to do: to hold space for this community where no one ever has before.”
-Mae Thornton Mehra,
Director/Producer, Her Song
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AWARENESS
Throughout the outreach process, we
facilitated communication on social media
platforms to spread the word and build a
profile for the film and the Banchara
people.

“One of the most positive things that came out of the
Good Pitch experience for us was the response we got
from some of the police officers in the room.Them being
invited was all thanks to the Good Pitch team, and it was
very exciting for us because we never would have thought
to reach out to that group. It was a pleasant surprise and
we look forward to seeing where that will go in the future.”
-Mae Thornton Mehra

Director/Producer, Her Song
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Facebook posts reaching
18,922 people, including
8,332 video views

7,998 impressions
on Twitter, including 62 likes
and 19 retweets

Instagram posts that
garnered 99 video views
and 109 likes

Through an intensive research process, the Good
Pitch India team devised a strategy to reach out
to the appropriate stakeholders to be potential
supporters for the project according to the filmmakers’ impact goals. We focused more around
building significant connects for the film, in particular with the Police, to access training institutes.
We also reached out to other communities facing
similar challenges, and researchers in the fields of
caste, gender, and minority discrimination. While
we brought together these connects, we also
wanted to ensure that the film has resources for
completion, and brought on important funders
and agencies working in the field.

To this end, we requested the presence of NGOs
that work on the issue, including Kundan Welfare
Organisation and Justice & Care, as well as international organisations such as the UN Women
and USAID to facilitate the film’s goal to bringing
exposure and awareness around the experiences
of the Banchara.
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COLLABORATION

In collaboration with the Doc Society team in the days before the final
event, the Good Pitch India outreach team assembled a table of prominent
media professionals, foundations and supporters of the film and the organization to facilitate effective pledges of action. We facilitated some conversations between members of the panel and the filmmakers ahead of the
event to ensure they found a suitable alignment between their priorities
and potential for a strong partnership.

The final roundtable members for the film included top executives and leadership from a number of high-profile organisations, including:

Kanchan Mathur, Professor at
the Institute of Development
Studies, Jaipur (ISDJ), a multi-

Dr. Rachana Bhartiya, Founder
of of Kundan Welfare Organisation, an NGO that works close-

Sutapa Sanyal, Former Director-General
of the Uttar Pradesh Police, is a speaker,

Darshita Gillies, CEO
of Blu Dot Advisory,

ly with the district administration and the state government
of Madhya Pradesh in their
mission to rehabilitate girls

writer and advisor on Women and Children rights. She is the recipient of the
President’s Police Medal for Distinguished Services, among several other honours and awards.

a 21st century consultancy with teams
from a cross-disciplinary network
based in the UK

disciplinary research organisation interested in bridging
the gap between micro realities and macro policies

Priscilla Roxburgh, Director–
Communications and Media
at Justice & Care, an an-

Dr. Jean D’Cunha, Head of
United Nations Women Myanmar, the UN agency for

Mark White, India Mission Director at
the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), the US Governme-

Sandipan Bhattacharya,
Chief Creative Officer
at Grey Worldwide,

ti-human trafficking organisation with a pan-India and
European presence

gender equal- ity & women's
empowerment, who is currently on mission to India

nt’s support for India’s efforts to maintain
regional stability, expand regional trade
and address development challenges

a global advertising
and marketing agency
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ACTION
On the day of the event, Atin and Mae brought
their pitches to the stage. By their side was Laxmi
Karpenter, one of the protagonists of Her Song.

Laxmi spoke of her experience as someone who
has seen the perils of caste-based prostitution
first-hand, explaining to the audience to see the
larger context and cause behind the film. As Laxmi
told her story and implored the audience to
commit their support so that more girls do not
have to experience the same trauma, many members of the audience were brought to tears.

After the screening of the trailer and the filmmakers’
pitch, moderator Kiran Rao started with Kanchan
Mathur of Institute of Development Studies (Jaipur),
who set off the pledging by committing to leverage
the film for advocacy and awareness, and to assist
with the construction of a research framework for
the film. This was followed by the Film Champion–
Kundan Welfare Organisation’s Dr. Rachana Bhartiya
–who has a direct contact with one of the main protagonists of the film, and has seen her experience
first-hand. These experts were able to further set the
context for the rest of the audience, who then began
to make their pledges.

As a result of the engagement between the filmmakers and the Good Pitch team, to the audience and at
the table, and the pitches, Her Song secured 51
pledges from 26 individuals on the day of the Good
Pitch India event to support the Banchara community
and shed light on the dark underbelly of caste-based
prostitution.
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Today I have left my family and community and I am here in front of
you. What I really want is girls who are as young as 9-10 yrs, who go
through situations they don’t even understand and their childhood and
the need to play has been snatched away and I really hope and want
that they do not have to go through this.
-Laxmi Karpenter,

Protagonist, Her Song
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24%
CAPACITY BUILDING

%

35%
OUTREACH

51
pledges

4%
FUNDRAISING
SUPPORT

2%
MISCELLANEOUS
2%
FUNDING

from

26
individuals

61%
not dependent on

the completed film

39%
dependent on

the completed film

*Disclaimer: Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding

PLEDGES FOR HER SONG

12%
ADVOCACY

22%
NETWORK BUILDING
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SHIFTS AND CHANGE

Progress has been made on the pledges as well. After the Good Pitch
handover, Mae and Atin reported having followed up with 90% of the
51 pledges they received at the event. Some concrete results have
begun to show:
• The trailer of the film was screened at the USAID India

Mission and the filmmakers connected to other potential partners
• Jeroo Mulla contributed a personal financial donation to the
project

Having completed the production process,
the filmmakers are working on post-production and the research component of their
project. The expected finish date is in early
2019.

• Darshita Gillies of Blu Dot Advisory UK made a personal contribution of

INR 50,000 to enable the completion of the project, and connected the

filmmakers to a network of women leaders in the US who could potentially
support the film’s impact campaign
• The filmmakers are in talks to arrange meetings with Ford Foundation to

Progress has been made on the pledges as
well. After the Good Pitch handover, Mae
and Atin reported having followed up with
90% of the 51 pledges they received at the
event.

brainstorm potential support for the project

• Kanchan Mathur from the Institute of Development Studies, Jaipur, has been

in touch with the filmmakers and colleagues in academia to formulate
a research proposal for further work on the Banchara community’s
history
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One of the most powerful things is that documentary film brings truth to the
world in a format that gives space for empathy and understanding. It’s visual
storytelling and an incredibly powerful tool. If we watch a film and we see
someone who has a very different life experience, we can understand them
better and even see our own lives in a different light. It opens up so many
opportunities for understanding ourselves, each other, and the world.
-Mae Thornton Mehra

Director/Producer, Her Song
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GOING AHEAD
Good Pitch enabled the expansion of the filmmakers’ networks
in India to realise their impact goals. In the wake of the event,
the pledgers for Her Song have expressed their excitement to
see where the film goes next, and are optimistic about the kind
of change it will be able to create.
Film has the potential to go forward and create meaningful impact.
Kanchan Mathur, of IDSJ, expressed her strong belief that films like
this can always have a huge impact with donor communities, NGOs,
women’s rights activists–a whole gamut–but involving the community is key. It is essential to involve them and change their mindsets,
and also provide alternative support structures for education and
livelihoods. The plan that practices in a larger context, is directly
along these lines.
Law enforcement, knows how critical the police’s response to these
issues can be in the fate of the young girls involved in an important
component of systemic change. Sutapa Sanyal, ex-DGP of the UP
Police remarked that Her Song has a powerful potential to sensitize
those in law enforcement and governance, as the police's responses
to these issues are critical to the fate of the young girls involved.
As part of the ongoing conversation with USAID, the filmmakers
are currently working on an application to secure a grant to develop infrastructure in the Banchara community through the agency’s
Schools and Hospitals program. They have also been in touch with
other partners with roots in the social sector who can help amplify
the reach of the film in the coming years.

“This film can create a lot of impact because
it brings up topics that we are not usually
comfortable discussing. I’m sure when the
film comes out publically it will absolutely
have an impact, which was already visible
during the pledging. I plan to take the film
forward as I am associated with a few very
strong NGOs and developing a training capsule for sensitization. I feel this will help it
have a domino effect for change.”
-Sutapa Sanyal,
Ex-DGP of the Uttar Pradesh Police

The filmmakers are looking forward to pursuing conversations
with the pledgers from the Good Pitch India event, and are still
working on securing the funding that will enable the project to
be complete within one year.
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CLIMBING
UPHILL

Despite the prevalence of disabilities and developmental disorders, a large amount of stigma still persists,
and deeply affects the experience of life for people
with these conditions in critical areas including education, employment, and family life. This is largely due to
a misunderstanding of the causes of these conditions,
and the notion that they arise as a result of karma or

THE ISSUE

God’s will is prevalent, especially in rural populations.
Till as recently as 2016, Autism was not recognised as a
separate disability under ' The persons with disabilities(
Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation)Act in India. It was repealed in 2016 and replaced with the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act
2016 that recognizes 21 disabilities including autism.

There are over 40 million people in India who have
some kind of disability. According to 2011 Census
data, movement, vision, and hearing impairments
are the most widespread, with the first accounting
for 20% of the disabled population, and the latter
two 19% each. Another 7% are speech impaired.
Developmental disorders also feature prominently,
with international studies showing that about 1 in
every 68 people has autism, and its overall occur-

The treatment and perceptions of people with disabilities and developmental disorders shows much room
for improvement. The push to increase sensitivity and
inclusivity in society must start with awareness. To this
end, Climbing Uphill seeks to showcase an Indian
family who has embraced their special children, determined to live life to the fullest, subverting taboos and
celebrating diversity.

rence is uniform across the globe.
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SYNOPSIS

The Film

CLIMBING UPHILL

A Marathi speaking middle class family, the Patils live in
Mumbai, India. Suresh (53) is a lawyer. Archana (45) is a
homemaker. Rashmi is their 20-year-old happy-go-lucky
daughter. Although hearing and speech impaired, she is
a classical dancer and designs jewellery. In the center of
the Patil family is Jatin (18). He is a person with autism.

The family has single-handedly struggled to live up to
the challenges of this unique situation with a sense of
acceptance and humour. Through Jatin’s story and
events in his life, we get to know Rashmi, Archana and
Suresh. Recently, he left home to pursue higher studies,
now facing the ‘real’ world. The family has been separated for the first time. Will Jatin be able to cope with the
real world? Climbing Uphill encapsulates an unique
phase of a close-knit family in transition.

Vaibhav Ingole,
Director

“I patiently capture stories from an
insider’s point of view over long periods
to bring out stories in their most intimate
form about people who deserve to be
heard but haven't.”
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ENGAGEMENT
The start of the journey
Vaibhav Ingole always had an interest in film,
though he studied law and has worked in
media and advertising for much of his life.
Documentary and art film always inspired
him more than commercial cinema, and
working on an original project was his goal.

Vaibhav first came into contact with the subject of his
film when he agreed to help a friend with a PhD project
that involved documenting the experience of families
with autistic individuals. It was as part of this process
that he ended up in the Patil family’s home in late 2015.
Vaibhav met Jatin, the Patils’ son, who has autism, and
watched him solving a complex physics equation. He
also observed Rashmi, the Patils’ daughter who is hearing and speech impaired, meticulously crafting handmade jewelry. Meanwhile, their father, a lawyer, was
surrounded by stacks of documents, and their mother,
Archana, was the light that held the family together.
Vaibhav knew, in his first meeting with the family, that
this unique story needed to be documented.
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Since then, the past two and a half years
have seen Vaibhav spending time with the
family on a regular basis, becoming a part of
it himself. In a country where stigma and ignorance around disability and developmental
disorders is deep-seated, the goal of Climbing Uphill is to provide a window into the life
of a happy family who have embraced their
special children.

Vaibhav first came to know about
Good Pitch India during its first edition in
2014. Having participated in other documentary film forums including DocEdge, he
was intrigued by the idea of a program with
a focus on social impact. He was encouraged to apply by his mentors and colleagues in early 2017.

At Good Pitch India, Vaibhav looked to secure
monetary support for the production, post-production, and distribution of the finished film. He
also needed an Impact Producer to execute an
outreach program to connect Climbing Uphill to
NGOs to spread awareness, create an educational
guide for parents and teachers, and to garner
support for the Patils in their various endeavours.

“Originally my plan was to shoot for
6 months, and then see how the film
would be made. Now it’s been two and
a half years and I’m still not done. You
never know. Every minute, every day,
every month, there is something new
to see.”
-Vaibhav Ingole,
Director, Climbing Uphill
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CAPACITY BUILDING THROUGH THE WORKSHOPS

Vaibhav worked with the mentors on the Good Pitch team to sharpen his existing ideas for the film’s impact, and brainstorm
partnerships and resources required through the two capacity building workshops and the mentoring process.
The Brainstorm Document summarized the impact journey of the movie as shown below.

Main Messages
• Inclusiveness and compassion
• Independent and confident

Impact goals
• Create awareness and support structures for families with children

with Autism and Hearing Disability, emphasising early intervention
with children who are autistic

Impact strategy
• Organisations to conduct PR and adver-

tising, social media dialogue, and facilitate celebrity endorsements

existence despite disabilities
• To bring about an attitude change, especially in terms of autism and
• Family support and encourage-

mental disabilities

• A partnership with an Indian NGO to

create and harness support groups

ment to their special children
• Create awareness on existing policies and encourage policy changes

in the realm of mental disabilities with a special focus on India
• Empower people with disabilities, especially young girls and women
• Implement specially designed campaigns, profiling Archana, mother

of the Patil family, to share her story with parents of children with
disabilities, nationally and internationally.
• Achieving financial independence for Rashmi, daughter of the Patil

family

• Partnerships with international and

national funders
• Promoting Archana’s persona either

through a YouTube channel offering tips
and advice on how to raise disabled kids,
or promoting a book which is being written on main protagonist
• Promotion of Rashmi’s business to

increase her income

The collaboration between the filmmakers and the mentors resulted in a number of developments for the project:
•

Vaibhav worked with our team to edit the film’s trailer to reflect the potential for impact and to inspire the audience at Good Pitch.

•

The filmmaker reported finding the workshops very helpful in conceptualizing an impact campaign and imagining the components. The
experience was a departure from pitching at other forums, where the focus is generally very different. Vaibhav said that he gained valuable insights on how he could angle the film to inspire different types of partnerships.
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AWARENESS
As part of the outreach process, we facilitated outreach on social media platforms
to disseminate the message around the
film and raise the profile of the issues
depicted in the film.

“Good Pitch has been a very different experience from
the other forums I have pitched my film at, which are
more directed at finding producers and broadcasters.
What Good Pitch is focusing on is making sure our film
will reach as many people as possible and also create
an impact and change.”
-Vaibhav Ingole

Director, Climbing Uphill
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Facebook posts reaching
44,986 people, including 960
likes &13,705 video views

9,214 impressions
on Twitter, including 56 likes
and 21 retweets

Instagram posts that
garnered 103 video views
and 132 likes

Through an intensive research process, the Good Pitch
India team devised a strategy to reach out to the appropriate stakeholders to be potential supporters for
the project according to the filmmakers’ impact goals.
We wanted to zero in on the appropriate NGO alliance
for the film, as well as more unconventional connects
that the filmmaker might not be able to do independently. This resulted in connections with Trinayani
and LXL Ideas, among others. We also wanted the film
to have access to profiled networks and resources, and
so Vaibhav was connected Priya Dutt and Whistling
Woods International. In the interest of true inclusion,
we also wanted to have a representative of the autistic
community at the table, so we reached out to Yash
Charitable Trust.

When we reached out to Ummeed Child Development
Center, it turned out that Jatin, one of the film’s protagonists, had been diagnosed by the Founder of the
organization, who was instantly very excited about the
project. Upon watching the trailer for the film and becoming more familiar with the project, Ummeed was
chosen as the Film Champion, as they were most
aligned with the cause and this specific family.
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COLLABORATION
In collaboration with the Doc Society team in the days before the final event, the Good Pitch India outreach team assembled the final roundtable members for the film, which included top executives and leadership from a number of high-profile organizations:

Arati Nagarkar (with Sushama
Nagarkar), representing Yash
Charitable Trust, a social sector

organization dedicated to assisting persons with developmental
disabilities successfully transition
into adulthood, and Arpan, a tiffin
service run by adults with disabilities and developmental disorders

Dr. Koyeli Sengupta, Director
of Autism Intervention Services at UMMEED, a non-

profit organization set up
with the objective of helping
children with developmental
disabilities to re-enter society
and reach their maximum
potential

Neha Jain, Head - Films at
LXL Ideas, an organization

which makes award-winning
films, organizes large-impact events, publishes authoritative writing and delivers holistic research and
training in the domain of
education.

Ritika Sahni, Founder and Trustee at
Trinayani, a non-profit which works

for the cause of awareness about
the world of disability, combat discrimination against people with
disability and encourages individuals with disabilities in making their
mark and functioning as a part of
mainstream society

Pradeep Nair, Regional Director at The Ford Foundation,

Priya Dutt, the Nargis Dutt
Foundation, a non-profit which

Bina Shah, Founder at Harish & Bina
Shah Foundation, an organization

Rahul Puri, Head (Academics) at Whistling Woods
International, which is a

works in the areas of health,
education and rural development. Ms. Dutt has been a disability rights activist for many
years, and is a board member
of the NGO ADAPT (Able Disable All People Together).

which supports a diverse range of
non profits with varying degrees of
financial and advisory support.
Among other causes, the Foundation
supports betterment of public education, malnutrition, sanitation, sex trafficking and child marriage.

a globally oriented private
foundation, which works for
advancing human welfare in
multiple domains like climate
change, gender and racial
justice, civic engagement
and government etc.

film, communication and
media arts institute located
in Mumbai.
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ACTION
When the day of the event arrived, Vaibhav
was accompanied by both Archana and
Rashmi to pitch their story and the support
required for the film and its impact campaign
going forward.

Seeing Archana speak on behalf of her family
and stand up for her children was a heartening
sight for the audience, and made the issue personal and accessible.

Moderator Kiran Rao started the
pledging with the Film’s Champion,
Ummeed’s Dr. Koyeli Sengupta, other
members of the roundtable, and then
to the audience.

As a result of the engagement between
the filmmakers and the Good Pitch team,
the collaboration to bring to bring the
right people to the audience and at the
table, and the pitches, Climbing Uphill
secured 45 pledges from 32 individuals
on the day of the Good Pitch India event
to support this film about one family’s
experience against a larger backdrop of
disability.
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Because I have two special kids, my family has stopped keeping
relations with us. But, I would thank my kids, that because of
them, the world is my family now.
-Archana Patill,

Protagonist, Climbing Uphill
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SHIFTS AND CHANGE
The film’s supporters strongly believe in the film's potential for impact. Koyeli Sengupta of Ummeed highlighted
the importance of showcasing a positive relationship between families and disability, especially autism, and the
value of a story like this in a context like India. Once the
film is completed, Ummeed intends to partner with the
filmmaker to distribute the film through NGOs and make
it available to employees, to sensitive them to the issue
and spread awareness.

This and other distribution-related pledges will
enable the ultimate achievement of the filmmaker’s goal: for there to be greater awareness
around the importance of early intervention and
ongoing communication about autism.

Since the event, the film has progressed within the production stage.

The filmmaker has followed up with all of the
pledges made at the event, and has begun to see progress:

• Ford Foundation’s commitment to disburse INR 25 Lakhs of

funding to an organization of Archana Patil’s
choice has progressed – the organization chosen is PYSSUM Child
Development Centre (PCDC) in Lucknow Uttar Pradesh, which supports
children and adults with developmental disorders and disabilities.The
logistics are underway to deliver this support.

• The filmmaker is receiving ongoing mentorship support

from acclaimed film consultant Rada Sesic
• The filmmakers has had follow-up meetings with Darshita

Gillies of Blu Dot Advisory, UK to discuss ways in which they

can partner to support the film
• Sonu Mishra, a costume designer for international films, will source

Rashmi’s jewelry for an upcoming film project
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The potential of it is huge.The bit about the family coming forward and talking about life
and how Jatin’s mum and dad are not talking at all about getting rid of autism, but live a meaningful, typical, happy, normal life.This is the message we want to convey to families–this not something to be ashamed of or get rid of, that has ruined yours or your child’s life–it’s a different type
of development but your child is still beautiful and loveable and the same as any other child.This
message reaching people will be more than enough.
-Dr. Koyeli Sengupta, Ummeed
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GOING AHEAD
Vaibhav is continuing to pursue pledges
of production and post-production support
for the film through Whistling Woods
International and other partners.

His commitment to the Patil family is
ongoing, and he will continue to work
towards bringing their story to the public
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#MISSINGGIRLS

The Sundarbans region of West Bengal witnesses
this tragic at a disproportionate rate. A range of
issues, including the effects of climate change and
extreme poverty, have created some of the most
dangerous circumstances for women and children
to be lured into forced prostitution, marriage and
labor. Trafficking in this part of India has reached a
point where the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime reports a 25-fold increase in missing women
and children since 2001.

THE ISSUE

Artist and activist Leena Kejriwal had worked in the
region for years, and was aware of the facts: 3 million prostituted women in India, out of which 1.2
million are young girls. The average age of recruitment of girls into prostitution is between 9 and 12
years of age. In response, she formulated a

In India, the number of children who have
gone missing and remain untraced across the
country has increased by around 84% between 2013 and 2015. NGO Child Rights and
You has estimated that on average, around
180 children go missing everyday in India.

multi-faceted awareness and engagement campaign
to transform public perceptions, educate individuals, communities and policy makers, and inspire
action to put an end to modern day slavery.
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SYNOPSIS

The Film

#MISSINGGIRLS

Every other home has a girl child missing in the
village of Kultoli. A well-known photographer
journeys into the Sunderbans. Helped by two village girls they uncover a trail of intriguing clues
to reveal the subcontinent’s darkest secret.

Miriam Chandy Menacherry,
Adolescent girls negotiate the quick sands of disappearing choices. This is a village where a neighbour
could be a trafficker and marriage a mirage. Law
enforcers are in cahoots with crime syndicates that
recognise no borders, as girls continue to vanish
without a trace. This film chronicles the life tales and
the journey of the artist behind an iconic nationwide
public art campaign: #MISSINGGIRLS.

Director

Small and personal narratives that
delve at the roots of big issues so the
story telling is revealing, at the same
time intimate and evocative.
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ENGAGEMENT
The start of the journey
Miriam Chandy Menacherry has been in the
documentary filmmaking space for more than
13 years, with renowned films Lyari Notes, The
Rat Race and In The Closet to her name. After
working with organisations including the BBC
and National Geographic, she has pursued independent filmmaking.

She first came into contact with the #MISSINGIRLS art
campaign when exploring her interest in public art in
Europe, which prompted her to explore the potential
of the medium and its application in India. During a
visit to Kolkata, Miriam began to notice the iconic
black silhouette of a girl, one of the hallmarks of the
#MISSINGIRLS art campaign, all over the city. This led
to her introduction to the protagonist, Leena Kejriwal,
her art and technology campaign, and its focus on
the Sundarbans region of West Bengal.
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Through her engagement with the art campaign,
Miriam became familiar with the rampant issue
of trafficking in the area and the fact that most
households were haunted by the loss of a child
who had gone missing. Though the film has undergone some adjustments since its Good Pitch
experience, the initial idea was to focus specifically on Leena's #MISSINGIRLS campaign and
tell its story.

When the #MISSINGIRLS film first applied
to the program in 2017, it was shortlisted,
though it was originally too early on in development for selection. However, after
space opened up in the program, our team
contacted Miriam to request the film’s participation in February 2018, roughly two
months before the main event.

Through the Good Pitch India experience, the filmmaker was looking to aggregate support for the execution of an outreach campaign for MISSING’s public
art and awareness project with the film at the centre,
the augmented reality (AR) component of the art installations, funds for the film’s production, and alliances with appropriate individuals and organizations
to partner with the project.

“I saw the silhouettes all over the city.
Then I found out what the motivation was
behind the wall art. When I first conceptualized the film, I had called it “Her Story Wall”,
to explore multiple artists. Then I realized
the issue behind #MISSINGIRLS deserved
a space in itself, and I started focusing more
on this story in the Sundarbans.”
-Miriam Chandy Menacherry
Director, #MissingGirls
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CAPACITY BUILDING THROUGH THE WORKSHOPS

Due to the film’s unconventional entry into the program, the team was not able to participate in the first workshop.
Both Miram and Leena, the protagonist, attended the second workshop to enable a holistic understanding of the
program for everyone involved, and formulated a set of impact goals for the project.

Impact goals
• Travel as widely as possible besides broadcasts and the festival circuit. Theatrical release in India as well as internationally; a well-designed pre-release campaign with celebrities supporting the film and campaign, working out a series of
pre-booked screenings across alternative theatre networks, with “#MISSING” public art installations and stencil project
attached
• Focus group and academic screenings in schools, universities, NGOs and and with policy makers; organise sponsored
screenings as fundraisers, attached with art campaign stencil activity; special events to raise funds for the Missing
Public Art comic books or game plays for the participants; special screenings in vulnerable rural areas with a projector
and screen set up
• Sponsor academic and vocational training for the girls in the film

Miriam credited that the second workshop was very effective in enabling an
understanding of how others might also respond to the concept and the film,
and each film got focused attention from all of the mentors. The filmmaker had
just been through one round of edits on the film’s trailer as a result of participation in DocEdge Kolkata, and received additional input from the Good Pitch
mentors. Miriam also reported the second workshop with being very helpful in
articulating who the audience for the film was and how they should engage with
the film, which she had not been in a place to think about yet.

As the film went through the Good Pitch program, it was also undergoing
some conceptual shifts based on discussions between the filmmaker and the
protagonist. While the film had initially been conceptualized as centered on
the #MISSINGGIRLS project, leading to the protagonist’s NGO and the film
being intertwined, the possibility of that changing going forward was raised.
This discussion has continued even in the wake of the Good Pitch event.

The Good Pitch India team was very
generous in allowing the protagonist to
attend and go through the process with
me.The workshop put a healing touch on
some simmering issues. It was also helpful
to be exposed to the other finalists and get
an outside perspective. It enabled us to
detach and focus more on the process.
-Miriam Chandy Menacherry
Director, #MissingGirls
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Facebook posts reaching
32,614 people, including 4,315
likes & 8,332 video views

AWARENESS

9,236 impressions
on Twitter, including 41
likes and 19 retweets

Instagram posts that
garnered 124 video
views and 101 likes

Through an intensive research process initiated only two months
before the main event, and building on existing research that had
been conducted for other films, the Good Pitch India team devised a
strategy to reach out to the appropriate stakeholders to be potential
supporters for the project, according to the filmmakers’ impact goals.

Throughout the outreach process, the
Good Pitch team facilitated outreach on
its social media platforms to spread the
word about the #MISSINGGIRLS film and
the campaign it is centred around.

This included organizations that could facilitate funding, such as YES
Foundation and Wishberry, as well as entities familiar with the issue
like UNICEF and Dasra. Organizations like Akshara Foundation of Arts
and Learning and Grey Group were also included since they had a
particular tie to the concept of creativity and art in storytelling, both
from an education and a marketing perspective, which could lend
itself well to the #MISSINGGIRLS campaign.
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COLLABORATION

In collaboration with the Doc Society team in the days before the
final event, the Good Pitch India outreach team assembled a table
of prominent media professionals, foundations and supporters of
the film and the organization to facilitate effective pledges of
action. We were able to circumvent challenges arising from the
fact that the film was in its early stages of development and
considering a shift in focus.

The final roundtable members for the film included top executives and leadership from a number of high-profile organizations, including:

Mridula Chakraborty, Founder&
Managing Director of Akshara
Foundation of Arts and Learning,

Nilotpal Mazumbar, Founder of DocEdge, which

Dr.Yasmin Ali Haque, representa-

Anshulika Dubey, CEO of
Wishberry, a rewards-

a non-profit that aims to be a
catalyst for creating platforms
that can initiate meaningful integration and interaction between
the arts and education

tive of UNICEF in India, the UN
agency that provides humanitarian and developmental assistance to children and mothers
in developing countries

invites global Foundations
dedicated to develop creative storytelling skill and
broadcasters to look for
innovative content of universal appeal

based crowdfunding platform that enables users to
raise funds for their creative and innovative ideas

Raghavendra Rao, Manager
of the Adolescents Collective
at Dasra, a high-impact plat-

Chirag Doshi, Principal
Consultant at Thoughtworks, a global tech-

Yashaswini Samat Chairman
and Managing Director at
Grey Group India, a global

Prerana Langa, CEO of
YES Foundation, which

form formed to unite stakeholders to move the needle
on outcomes which are key
to adolescent empowerment

advertising and marketing
agency

nology company that
provides software
design and delivery,
and pioneering tools
and consulting services

works towards empowering India through innovative changes and social
transformation
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ACTION
On the day of the event, Miriam pitched
the film to the audience. She was accompanied by Leena Kejriwal, the film’s protagonist, who explained her connection
with the cause and the various facets of
the awareness campaign attached to it,
which includes an augmented reality
app, a series of murals in major Indian
metropolises, and a game, all of which
seek to bring the issue of trafficking to
life for the public.

After the screening of the trailer and the filmmakers’ pitch, the conversation began with
Akshara’s Mridula Chakraborty, who discussed
the film’s potential in the education space.
The conversation then went on to DocEdge’s
Nilotpal Majumdar, the Film Champion, who
had already engaged closely with the project
and also had a strong personal connection to
the region in which the story was based.

As a result of the engagement between the
filmmakers and the Good Pitch team, the collaboration to bring to bring the right people
to the audience and at the table, and the
pitches, #MISSINGGIRLS secured 51 pledges
from 35 individuals on the day of the Good
Pitch India event to support the film and the
campaign.
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The silhouettes are like the silent argument I am creating in the public space and telling each one of us. So why the public? We are the biggest stakeholder in the issue of
trafficking today.Trafficking is only increasing because there is an increase in demand,
and we are the demand creators. So all the NGOs here working against trafficking, all
their work can be futile, if we as the public don’t wake up to what we are doing.
- Leena Kejriwal,

Founder of #Missingirls Art Campaign
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Therefore, the filmmaker’s engagement with the pledges
made at the event have been somewhat unconventional.
There were a number of pledges made directly for the
#MISSINGGIRLS campaign, which the filmmaker and protagonist intend to take forward together. The approach towards many of the film-specific pledges, however, will have
to be assessed based on the film’s new direction. For this
reason, follow-ups and continued conversations are is likely
to take place over a longer timeline.

SHIFTS AND CHANGE
Since the event, the filmmaker has taken some decisions to change the focus of the film. This was due to a
number of reasons, including the fact that the months
following the Good Pitch event saw a number of highprofile cases of sexual violence against women and
girls. Instead of focusing only on the #MISSINGIRLS
campaign by Leena Kejriwal, the film will now encompass a larger story about the treatment of women and
girls in India, and include stories from Meghalaya and
Kashmir as well as West Bengal. Due to these changes,
the timeline for the film has shifted and the process of
drawing up a plan for the shoot is in the works.

The filmmaker has followed up on most of the pledges made on the day,
but has yet to take very many forward since it is important to achieve
internal alignment on the nature of the film first. The following pledges
have seen progress since the event:
• The filmmaker has met with Anshulika Dubey of Wishberry to discuss

ideas for raising funds for production

• Osama Manzar from the Digital Empowerment Foundation has been in

touch with the #MISSINGIRLS campaign to discuss the media

centre to be set up in Kultoli

•

Film consultant Rada Sesic connected the protagonist to contacts in Amsterdam regarding the augmented reality project
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This experience really made me open up the canvas to deal with the issue in a much more holistic way,
which somehow helped me distill the essence of the film, and focus on a particular issue across multiple
stories. It also made me focus on a certain way of handling the whole film. While the canvas is wider and
therefore much more of a challenge to take on post-Good Pitch, I’m much clearer on the ways I need to
tackle it. Having taken this decision, the dynamic of the people involved in the film has also changed.
- Miriam Chandy Menacherry
Director #MissingGirls
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The film is extremely important because it tells real life
stories Whether it’s sensitizing senior level officials or
going straight to the audience and young people, it is
very powerful.The way in which the documentary is used,
and whether there is activity like screenings and discussions around it, will be critical in taking it further.
- Dr.Yasmin Ali Haque, UNICEF

Photographer: Leena Kejriwal

Throughout the evolution of the film, the Good
Pitch program was able to facilitate the changes,
and succeeded in providing a platform for the issue
of child trafficking and the awareness campaign by
MISSING, and encouraging engagement amongst
relevant stakeholders.

The filmmaker’s Good Pitch experience culminated
in a different, but clear vision for the future of the
film, and an army of support for when it is ready to
move forward and create its intended impact.
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The feedback we got from the attendees was
overwhelmingly positive - survey results and
communication after the event revealed that
they left the event feeling inspired, energised,
and committed to creating change.

A New and Engaged Audience
65% of the attendees interviewed reported that
they first heard about the program directly from
the Good Pitch India team, highlighting the
success of the team’s outreach efforts. The event
managed to successfully garner interest from new
communities, as this was the first Good Pitch
experience for a clear majority of the audience.
The attendees could choose to leave after
attending a certain portion of the daylong event;
however, 74% of the attendees at Good Pitch
India 2018 stayed for the entirety of the day.
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“

Too often, stories remain untold due
to a billion reasons. The main being
that there are no perceived "takers"
Good Pitch ensures that more
stories gets a chance to be told.
-Parul Kumtha, Forum For Autism

”

“

The event really brought home how
powerful a medium we have in India
to address some of the social issues
we’re grappling with…to highlight the
lives of real people and to generate
an energy around action to address
the issues. I was really struck by the
quality of all the documentaries that
were pitched and the commitment of
the filmmakers.
-Dr. Yasmin Ali Haque, UNICEF

”
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Attendees of Good Pitch India 2018 reported having
a smooth, seamless experience at the event and were
impressed by the efficiency of the day’s proceedings.
Multiple attendees said that they felt ‘INSPIRED AND
INVIGORATED’ by the event due to the wave of positive
energy in the room. Reactions to the showcased films
were also very positive, with the average rating for
the quality of the films at an 8.4 out of 10.

98%
are likely
to attend
a future edition of Good
Pitch

94%

93%

are likely to
recommend
participating in
a future edition
of Good Pitch to
a colleague

are likely to
follow up with
the projects
presented at
Good Pitch India
2018

AN EXCELLENT
NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

The Good Pitch Catalogue with information about each
film and every attendee was rated highly as a networking
tool, with an average rating of 9 out of 10.
Networking Tools and Opportunities
Average Rating out of 10

7.6
Breakfast
Tea

8.3
Lunch
Hour

8.1

9.0

Post-Pitch
Drinks

Good Pitch
Catalogue

Designed to be a forum for changemakers, Good Pitch
serves as a critical networking space for anyone interested
in creating social impact and we provided the filmmaking
teams and attendees with ample opportunities to forge
these meaningful connections. 85% of respondents rated
Good Pitch as an effective space to connect with new
organisations, both inside and outside of their own sectors.
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Continued Funding for
Future Editions of Good Pitch
The goodwill and respect garnered for the forum has
ensured that most of the collaborators working with
Good Pitch India 2018 have committed to continuing
their support for forthcoming Good Pitch events in
India.
“I have nothing but glowing reviews for Good Pitch. There was
a fantastic team, everyone was really fired up and helpful and
available. I felt welcome and part of the community. It was a
creative, powerful and well-intentioned space for giving, and
well-crafted from the the spritelyness of people in the background, to the profiles of participants up on the screen. I do
think people really felt seen, heard and appreciated.”
– Darshita Gillies, Blu Dot Advisory

One of the most notable pledges made at Good Pitch
India 2018 was by Pradeep Nair of Ford Foundation,
who committed financial support for future editions
of Good Pitch in India. With the support of our funders
and collaborators, we are sure to keep up with the
crucial work of supporting documentaries for change
and achieving high levels of impact with the same.
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Good Pitch Roles and Intentions Post-Event

THE FILMMAKERS
The role of Good Pitch India is to empower filmmakers and
provide a positive environment wherein filmmakers can communicate their impact goals to partners, foster connections
and networks, and take action accordingly. After the main
event, the onus of following up on the pledges is on the filmmaking teams, so that they have full autonomy over the kind
of support they want for the impact outreach of their films and
for the causes they represent. To equip them to do so, each
filmmaking team received a handover e-mail, which included:
The entire transcript of their respective pitch and pledges
from the event
A database of members of the roundtable and the audience
for each film, with the organisation, name, role, location, and
contact details of each pledger
The names and contact details of every attendee at Good Pitch
India 2018 so that the filmmakers can contact them as needed
The names of invitees who were contacted but unable to attend
the event
Information on individuals who were researched and contacted
for each project
Information on individuals and the pledges filled on the
“I’m A Big Fan Of Your Work” cards
These materials were sent along with the email shown here
which encouraged them filmmakers to take forward their goals
with the Good Pitch attendees.
The Indian Documentary Foundation team also offered the filmmaking teams with three consultations and a strategy meeting,
as required and requested by them.

It is our belief that the most effective way
to create an ecosystem of change in the
country is to equip each stakeholder with
the right tools to represent their interests,
so that they can pursue collaborations to
create a collective impact.
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Invitees who were
unable to attend
The Good Pitch India team also distributed the
summaries of pledges made at the event to entities
who were unable to attend the event, and copies of
the Good Pitch India 2018 Catalogue were also sent
to selected individuals and organisations.These entities were not only briefed on the success and
impact of the program, but were also informed
about upcoming initiatives by Doc Society and
Indian Documentary Foundation.
The success of Good Pitch India was also shared
through an email sent by Doc Society to their
mailing list that went to 40000 subscribers of
Doc Society.
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TALK DOC
In response to the overwhelming number of invitation requests received from filmmakers for Good Pitch India 2018, the team collaborated with Mumbai Academy of
Moving Images (MAMI) to create an event called TalkDoc, which took place on 5th
April 2018–a day after the main event.
TalkDoc provided 12 filmmakers (selected from a pool of 28 applicants) with the chance to interact and present their films to
mentors, funders, and festival programmers who had been invited to the main Good Pitch India 2018 event. The forum provided
many opportunities for the filmmakers to have one-on-one conversations with the experts, where they received guidance on
how to pitch, fund, and distribute their films.

TalkDoc was successful in providing filmmakers with a rare
chance to interact directly with leaders from various fields in
the industry to speak about and brainstorm on their own projects. Given the positive reception of the event from the filmmakers and the experts, Indian Documentary Foundation plans
to conduct similar small-scale forums in the future.

First time attending
a forum of this sort
for 78% of filmmakers

12 budding Indian filmmakers got a chance
to interact with the following experts:
1. Ford Foundation - Funder
2. DocSociety - Film Funder
3. Sundance Documentary Institute - Film Funder
4. Rada Sesic - Jury to IDFA Film Funds
5. Our Better World - Short Form Content Funder
6. Demand Film - Distributor
7. Lush - Funder

100% filmmakers
rated TalkDoc useful
for networking

8. Indian Documentary Foundation – Mentors
9. Mumbai Academy of the Moving Image –
Festival

"It was an amazingly productive day interacting with MAMI, IDF,
Good Pitch and all other knowledge partners, fellow filmmakers
and dignitaries. It opened a lot of possibilities for my project and
it was a confidence booster that prominent organisations are
willing to support budding individuals and filmmakers like us."

"This was definitely an encouraging experience. The responses from all those who were
present were motivating. It enriched and
guided us in setting up the road map for our
project."

- Pratik Chitalia

- Ashok Meena

The majority of filmmakers rated their
TalkDoc experience
as Excellent
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Given that Good Pitch India 2018 was an invitees-only event,
the attendees comprised of a carefully curated guest list featuring high-profile funders, world organisations, grassroots
initiatives, non-profits, and film personnel from across India
and the world.Therefore, we were unable to invite a crucial
contingent–students.

Engagement with Students

"Students are the pioneers of tomorrow, and their opinions represent
the shifting trends in society." In the post-event phase, we were very
keen to involve them in our evaluation process to gauge young people’s impressions of the Good Pitch movement and encourage involvement with the cause in the future. Hence, we hosted screenings of the
event to 131 students at 6 colleges in Mumbai and Pune. This allowed
the students to experience the uniqueness of the event, and further
enabled the Good Pitch India team to map their responses to involve
the minds of the next generation in this #filmsforchange movement.

The students we surveyed were from various disciplines–filmmaking,
marketing, media studies, and management–as these are the young
minds that are going to be future media makers, leaders, and CSR professionals. Our team showed them the Good Pitch India 2018 Highlights
Video, and the complete pitching and pledging session of Writing with
Fire, from start to finish, so that the students could experience the
event as it was and give their feedback accordingly. We conducted
surveys before and after the screenings to gauge whether we were able
to change perspectives about documentaries and their ability to create
change.
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Through our surveys, we found that:
77.86% students reported an increased interest towards documentary films after the screening
After the screening, there was a 14% increase in positive responses
of students’ belief that documentaries can create social impact
84.7% students felt that Good Pitch India was a productive way to
create social change
97% students found the Good Pitch format to be effective
75% students said they would like to attend future editions of
Good Pitch India
Almost all of the students had never heard about Good Pitch prior to
the screening, and viewing a portion of the 2018 edition was effective
in increasing awareness around the movement in the students, as well
as sparking an interesting discussion. Students had an overwhelmingly
positive impression of the program, and were interested in its potential to create social change. Quite a few students had apprehensions
about the completion and actualization of the pledges made at Good
Pitch India. Our team then explained to them the complexity of the
follow-up process and referred to case studies (such as Driving with
Selvi) and statistics from this document to convince them of the sincerity of pledgers.

to know that someone has taken the initiative to
“ It’shelpgreat
out not only the filmmakers but also the ones in need.
-Student (Pearl Academy)

”

Many students were curious as to how they can help contribute
towards Good Pitch India, the films, and their causes, and some were
eager to get involved for further editions of the event: around 25
students approached the team after the surveys for internship and
volunteering opportunities. We look forward to engaging the student
community in new and innovative ways to maximize the reach and
impact of Good Pitch India going forward.
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GOOD PITCH LOCAL
KARNATAKA
Following the success of the two Good Pitch India
events held in Mumbai, the Good Pitch program is
going local in Karnataka, India for the first time
in February 2019.
With a new resolve to bridge divides and make new alliances, the Good Pitch Local program (initiated by Doc Society
in partnership with Sundance Institute and Ford Foundation)
works at the state, town, and city levels to find and support
local voices by connecting filmmakers with local funders,
local organizers, local lawyers, local educators, local policy
makers, and local media to shape innovative media that can
galvanize their communities.

Good Pitch Local is set apart from other Good Pitch editions
by building in pitches in both directions–it is not only film or
media makers who get the spotlight, but also activists and
organisers who can envision film and media as an aid to
achieving their missions. Further, Good Pitch Local includes
all kind of short-form non-fiction content such as short films,
podcasts, virtual reality projects, and photo diaries etc., partially or fully completed or even at the concept stage. The
day-long event typically showcases 14-16 projects or ideas
pitched by various local media makers and changemakers
to create a collaborative impact.
We want Good Pitch Local Karnataka to build communities
of people who care about the same stories from different
perspectives and whose work can complement each other’s,
so as to double efforts to achieve shared social impact goals.
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THE GOOD PITCH INDIA ALUMNI

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR #MISSINGGIRLS (HUMAN TRAFFICKING)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

10x10 Philanthropy

Sydney, Australia

Grassroots Social Change Makers

20:20 MSL Group

Mumbai, India

Public Relations and Integrated Communications

Aangan trust

Mumbai, India

Child Trafficking, Early Marriage

Aavishkaar Venture Management Services

Mumbai, India

Entrepreneurial Intervention

Abhivyakti Media for Development

Nashik, India

Support Media and Communication Towards Sustainable Development

Ability Foundation

Chennai, India

Publishing and Media, Counselling and Referral Services, Advocacy,
Training and Employment of Disabled People

Academy of Learning & Development

Mumbai, India

Education, Rehabilitation and Skill Development for Children with Disabilities

Accenture

Dublin, Ireland

Digital Empowerment for People with Disabilities and Entrepreneurship Aid

Accord Equips

Mumbai, India

Digital Camera and Equipment Rental Service

Acumen

Mumbai, India

Poverty Alleviation

ADAPT

Mumbai, India

Education and Rehabilitation of Children and Young Adults with Disabilities

Aditya Birla Group

Mumbai, India

Girl Child Education,Women Empowerment,Skill Development / Vocational Training,

Administrative Staff College of India

Hyderabad, India

Policy Making

Advitya

Mumbai, India

Creative Centre for those Gifted with Down’s Syndrome, Autism and
Cerebral Palsy and Other Developmental Conditions

Aga Khan Foundation

Geneva, Switzerland

Economic Aid for Independent Media, and Education for Disabled

AIIMS, National Drug Dependency Treatment Center

New Delhi, India

Teacher Training, Advocacy

Airtel Bharti/ Bharti Foundation

Gurugram, India

Education for Underprivileged Children, Especially Girl Child

Ali Yavar Jung National Institute of Speech & Hearing Disabilities

Mumbai, India

Empowerment, Education and Support for People with Disabilities

All India Bakchod

Mumbai, India

Digital Campaigners

Alliance Media

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Amani Institute

Bengaluru, India

Education, Livelihood, Impact Acceleration

Askhara Foundation for Arts & Learning

Mumbai, India

Art Intervention for Children, Education for All

Educate Girls

Mumbai, India

Girl Child Education in Rural India

Enactus India

Mumbai, India

Experiential Learning Platform for Students to Learn about Social Change

Essar Foundation

Mumbai, India

Women Empowerment, Education, Health, Livelihood

European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Organisation

Brussels, Belgium

Healthcare, Gender and Age Sensitive Aid

Facebook

California, USA

Social Media Platform

Freedom Fund

London, UK

Anti Slavery

Girl Rising

New York, USA

Campaign for Girls' Education & Empowerment

Goethe Institute / Max Mueller Bhavan

Mumbai, India

Cultural Institution

Going to School

Mumbai, India

Education, Livelihood, Rural Child Empowerment

GoZoop

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Grey Advertising

Mumbai, India

PR Agency

HDFC bank

Mumbai, India

Rural Development, Education, Livelihood, Financial Literacy

Homegrown

Mumbai, India

Online Publication, A Creative Agency, An Events Arm and A Talent Management Vertical

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR #MISSINGGIRLS (HUMAN TRAFFICKING)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Hotstar

Mumbai, India

Media with Conscience

Humanity United

San Francisco, USA

Anti Human Trafficking Organization

Ignite Media

Mumbai, India

Outdoors Advertising

IIHS Media Lab

Bengaluru, India

Equitable, Sustainable and Efficient Transformation of Indian Settlements

India Today

Noida, India

Press

Inheritance india

Mumbai, India

Promoting Investment in the Conservation of Natural Resources

International Delphic Council

Berlin, Germany

Visual,Social,Music Sound,Ecological Arts Games at the Global Stage

iProbono

New Delhi, India

Pro Bono services for CSOs, Social Business, and Individuals

iVolunteer

New Delhi, India

Social Enterprise that Promotes Volunteering

J Sagar Associates

Mumbai, India

Pro Bono Services for NGOs

Jagriti Sewa Sansthan

Deoria, India

Education, Healthcare, Arts and Culture

KASHISH Arts Foundation

Mumbai, India

Film Festival, Queer Rights

Ketto

Mumbai, India

Crowdfunding Platform

L&T Charitable Trust

Mumbai, India

Vocational Training, Holistic Development of School Children and Health Care

Lawyers for Human Rights International

Chandigarh, India

To Provide Legal Aid to Women Victims of Sexual Assault, Child Sexual
Assault and Legal Services for Women's Rights

Madison World

Mumbai, India

PR Agency

Mentor Me India

Mumbai, India

Child Mentoring

Mindscreen Film Institute

Chennai, India

Media School

Ministry of Culture

Delhi, India

Policy Making and Governance

Mirror Now

Mumbai, India

Press

Missing Link Trust

Kolkata, India

Anti Child Trafficking Art Project

Mumbai Assembly

Mumbai, India

Cultural Space

Netflix

Los Gatos, USA

Online Distribution

Nikhil Chinappa

Mumbai, India

Celebrity Endorsement

Only Much Louder

Mumbai, India

Event Management

Pearl Academy

Mumbai, India

Education

Prajwala

Mankhal, India

Anti Trafficking

Priyanka Dubey

Delhi, India

Independent Journalist Covering Development, Gender and Politics in India

Publicis India Communications Pvt ltd

Mumbai, India

PR Agency

PVR Nest

Gurugram, India

Education and Social Development for Street Children

Radio City (acquired by Jagran group) Mumbai

Bengaluru, India

PR

Sachin Tendulkar

Mumbai, India

Celebrity Endorsement

Sigrid Rausing Trust

London, UK

Human Rights, Women Rights,

Six Sigma Films

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Smile Foundation

New Delhi, India

Empower Underprivileged Children and Women

Standard Chartered Bank

Mumbai, India

Sustained Economic Growth, Eye Care for All Especially Women

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR #MISSINGGIRLS (HUMAN TRAFFICKING)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Stella Paul

Hyderabad, India

Independent Journalist Writing on Development, Globalisation,
Human Rights and the Environment

Sukalyan Welfare Society

Kolkata, India

Marginalized Women and Children Rights, Health

Tech Mahindra Foundation

New Delhi, India

Women Empowerment, and Disability Rights

The Cuckoo Club

Mumbai, India

Cultural Space

The Hans Foundation

Delhi, India

Funding to Benefit the Underprivileged

The Ladies Finger

Bengaluru, India

Online Women' Magazine

The Mira Project

Mumbai, India

Forum for Radical Storytelling and Expressive Arts

The Wire

New Delhi, India

Online News Portal

Thoughtworks

Pune, India

Technology for a Socially and Economically Just World

Tribeca Outreach Funding

New York, USA

Outreach

Tulsea Pictures

Mumbai, India

Media and Content Management Company

Udayan Shalini

New Delhi, India

Education for Underprivileged Girls

UNICEF

New Delhi, India

Humanitarian and Developmental Assistance to Children and Mothers in
Developing Countries

Unilever

Rotterdam, Netherlands

Human Rights

Urja Trust

Mumbai, India

Support for Homeless Women

Viacom18

Mumbai, India

Arts & Culture, and Women's Empowerment

Vision Spring

Noida, India

Partners with NGOs and Social Orgs to Reach Low Cost Eyewear to
Lower Sections of Society

Vitamin Stree

Mumbai, India

YouTube Channel about Women Empowerment

Vodafone

London, UK

Children Education, Empowering Communities, and Environment Sustainability

Webchutney (Dentsu)

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Wishberry

Mumbai, India

Crowdfunding

Women Moving Millions

New York, USA

Women and Girls Rights, Funding for Organizations Working on Same

Yes Foundation / Social Arm of Yes Bank

Mumbai, India

Funding

Young Leaders for Active Citizenship

Delhi, India

Civic Engagement and Public Policy, Sensitizing Youth to Social Issues

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR CLIMBING UPHILL (DISABILITY)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Amar Jyoti Foundation

Delhi, India

Deaddiction and Rehabilitation

Amazon Prime Video

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Ambedkar Association of North America

Michigan, USA

Empower Women and Against Caste Based Discrimination

American India Foundation

New York, USA

Education, Livelihood, Public Health

Americares

Mumbai, India

Healthcare for Rural and Small Communities

Amnesty

London, UK

Freedom of Expression, Living in Dignity, Sexual & Reproductive Rights,
Disappearances

Apeejay Surrendra

Kolkata, India

Kings Xi Punjab, Drug Awareness

Arambhan Group

Mumbai, India

Funding for Social Causes

Arre

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Art of Living

Bengaluru, India

Deaddiction

Ashoka India

Bengaluru, India

Network of Changemakers

Ashoka University

Sonepat, India

Education Institute

Asia Pacific Screen Lab

Brisbane, Australia

Asia Pacific Documentary Film Awards

Atma Network

Mumbai, India

Knowledge and Resource Platform for Companies and NGOs Interested in
Social Change Ventures

Atul Ambekar

Delhi, India

Faculty at National Drugs Dependence Treatment Center, Aiims

Autism Society of India

Bengaluru, India

Remedial, Educational,Training, Employment, Respite, Residential,
Welfare, Social Security Services, Legal Advisory for People with Autism

Avid Learning

Mumbai, India

Public Programming Platform, Cultural Philanthropy, Education

BC Webwise

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Bha Di Pa

Pune, India

Digital Campaigners

Blogworks (Mahindra Rise)

Delhi, India

Media Strategist

Bombay Teacher Training College

Mumbai, India

Teacher Training

Breakthrough Dundee

Dundee, UK

Youth Mentorship

Docs & Shorts

Mumbai, India

Networking Platform for Documentaries

EnAble India

Bengaluru, India

Disability Rights, Advocacy and Education

EveryMedia

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Face TV

Mumbai, India

TV Content and Documentaries Production House

FLAME University

Pune, India

Media School

Ford Foundation

Delhi, India

Funding

Forum for Autism

Mumbai, India

Knowledge-network of Parents of Children with Autism and Professionals

FoxyMoron

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Harish & Bina Shah Foundation

Mumbai, India

Funding

Hrithik Roshan

Mumbai, India

Celebrity

IICSR

Pune, India

Think Tank, Research, Innovation and Development in CSR

Impact App

Mumbai, India

Workout Based Charity App

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR CLIMBING UPHILL (DISABILITY)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Impact India

Mumbai, India

Disability Rights

Inclov

Gurugram, India

Matrimony and Dating App for People with Disabilities

India Cares Foundation

Bengaluru, India

Brings CSOs, Individuals and, Societies Together

India Inclusion Summit

Bengaluru, India

Platform for Disability Rights Advocacy

IRIS / Autism India

Chennai, India

Train Professionals, Parents and Educators in Dealing with Developmental and
Behavioural Disorders, Autism, Asperger's Syndrome and Others

ITW

Bengaluru, India

Media Strategist

K. Ashar & Co

Mumbai, India

Legal Advisory

Khula Manch

Bengaluru, India

Forum for Discussion on Sensitive Topics

Khushi Therapeutic Centre

Mumbai, India

Therapies, Parent Education and Counseling for Children with Autism

Leader's Quest

Mumbai, India

Liaising Between Individuals and Companies to Bring Systemic Change

Lemon Tree Hotels

Mumbai, India

Employment for People with Disability and for People from
Marginalized Sections of Society

LXL

Mumbai, India

Education, Films as Educational Tools

Madhuri Dixit

Mumbai, India

Celebrity

MAMI Mumbai,

India

Film Festival

Marvi Films

Mumbai, India

Production House

Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

Delhi, India

Government

Mirchi and Mime

Mumbai, India

Disability Employment

National Council for Teacher Education

New Delhi, India

Teacher Training

of Employment for Disabled People

New Delhi, India

Advocacy of Disability Rights and Policy Making

Open Society Foundation

New York, USA

Human Rights, Protecting and Improving the Lives of People in

NCPEDP- National Centre for Promotion

Marginalized Communities
Pankh

Mumbai, India

Training People with Disabilities and Facilitating their Employment

Phonethics

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Platoon One Films

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Point of View

Mumbai, India

Women Empowerment Blog

Prasanna Autism centre

Pune, India

Education for Children with Autism

Prithvi Theater

Mumbai, India

Distribution

PVR Vkaao

Mumbai, India

Distribution

R.K Swamy

Mumbai, India

Advertising and PR Agency

Riteish Deshmukh

Mumbai, India

Celebrity

Samarthanam Trust for the Disabled

Bengaluru, India

Empower Visually Impaired, Disabled and Underprivileged People Through Educational,
Social, Economic, Cultural and Technological InitiativesSamarthyam: National Center for

Accessible Environments

New Delhi, India

Networking, Advocacy and Lobbying for People Living with Disabilities

SAP Walldorf

Germany

Digital Training for People with Disability

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR CLIMBING UPHILL (DISABILITY)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

SAP India

Bengaluru, India

Inclusive Job Openings

SBI Foundation

Mumbai, India

Education, Skill Development, Women Empowerment, Healthcare,
Disability and Rural Empowerment

Shemaroo

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Shraddha Charitable Trust

Mumbai, India

Self Sufficiency and Rehabilitation of Young Adults with Autism

Simons Foundation

New York, USA

Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative Fund

Mumbai, India

Advocacy of Disability Rights, Diagnosis, Education and Rehabilitation of

Society of Parents of Children with
Autistic Disorders - SOPAN

People with Autism and Developmental Disabilities
Sparsh For Children

Delhi, India

Special Education, Occupational Therapy, Play School & Study Groups, Psychological
Counselling and Speech & Language Therapy for Children with Autism

Special Child Trust

Delhi, India

Raise Awareness and Funds for Children with Special Needs

Tata Motors

Mumbai, India

Education, Volunteering, Community Development

Tata Sky

Mumbai, India

Distribution

TedXGateway

Mumbai, India

Networking and Outreach Platform

The Association of People with Disability(ADP)

Bengaluru, India

Training People with Disabilities and Facilitating their Employment

The National Autistic Society, Scotland

Glasgow, UK

Advocacy and Policy Change for Autism

Trinayani

Mumbai, India

Disability Rights Activism and Employment

Turner International India Pvt Ltd.

Mumbai, India

Education

Ummeed

Mumbai, India

Autism Advocacy, Diagnosis and Rehabilitation

United Way Mumbai

Mumbai, India

Community Development, Education, and Health

Vidarbha Exhibitors

Amravati, India

Rural Distribution

Viu

Mumbai, India

Streaming Service

Whickers' Foundation

London, UK

Funding for Emerging Documentary Filmmakers

Whistling Woods International

Mumbai, India

Media School

Women & Child Development Dept., Maharashtra

Mumbai, India

Women Rights, Child Rights

WPP India

Mumbai, India

PR Agency

Yash Charitable Trust

Mumbai, India

Disability Rights, and Disabled People Employment

Youth4Jobs

Hyderabad, India

Skilling and Placing Youth with Disability in Jobs

YouTube Impact Lab

San Bruno, USA

Maximise Impact Through Helping with Digital Media

Yuva

Mumbai, India

Policy Research, Advocacy and Networking

Zenith media

Mumbai, India

Advertising and PR

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR HER SONG (SEX TRAFFICKING)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Aviva insurance

Gurugram, India

Education of Underprivileged Children

Axis Bank

Mumbai, India

Women Empowerment, Skills and Development for Children

Azim Premji Philanthropic Initiatives

Bengaluru, India

Community Development for The Marginalized and Vulnerable Communities

Bachpan Bachao Andolan

New Delhi, India

Campaigning for The Rights of Children

Bajaj Auto

Pune, India

Education, Women's Empowerment, Rural Development

Bajaj Finserv

Pune, India

Empowering Poor Children, Rural and Community Development Activities,
and Empowerment of Women

Bal Asha Trust

Mumbai, India

Adoption Trust and Children's Home

Bankai Group

Ahmedabad, India

Blind Girl Welfare & Education

BBC worldwide

London, UK

Press

Being Human

Mumbai, India

Children Education and Welfare, Healthcare

Bharat Petroleum C L

Mumbai, India

Education of Children

Bharat Rural Livelihoods Foundation (BRLF)

New Delhi, India

Empowerment of Adivasi People Through Civil Society and Government

Bhatia Hospital

Mumbai, India

Healthcare for Weaker Section

Blue Star Foundation

Mumbai, India

Vocational Training for Livelihood

BMW Foundation

New Delhi, India

Leadership Development and Funding

Breakthrough

Delhi, India

Early Marriage,Sexual Harassment,Adolescent Empowerment

Buzz India

Bengaluru, India

Empowering Rural Women

Her Dr. Reddy’s Foundation

Hyderabad, India

Livelihood and Education

Equal Community Foundation

Pune, India

Women Empowerment, Rural Livelihood

FCB Ulka

Mumbai, India

PR

Free a Girl

Mumbai, India

Anti Child Trafficking and Community Development for Child Safety

Free-D

London, UK

Education, Livelihood, Women Empowerment

Genesis

Mumbai, India

PR Agency

Global Citizen

New York, USA

Women Education and Community Development Around Women

GMR Varalakshmi foundation

Mumbai, India

Empowerment, Livelihood and Community Development

Haqdarshak Empowerment Solutions

Mumbai, India

Rural Empowerment Through Technology

Hero Motors

New Delhi, India

Education and Opportunities for the Girl Child

Human Dignity Foundation

Basel, Switzerland

Children and Youth Empowerment

Human Liberty Network

New Delhi, India

Network of NGOs and Community Based Organizations
Against Slavery in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh

ICICI Foundation

Mumbai, India

Healthcare, Education,Skill Development, Sustainable Livelihood,
Financial Inclusion, Rural Development

Ikea Foundation India

Delhi, India

Women's and Children Rights

India HIV/AIDS Alliance

Delhi, India

Support Rehab / Use Film for Advocacy

India Women Welfare Foundation (IWWF)

New Delhi, India

Women's Rights and Welfare

Institute of Development Studies

Jaipur, India

Policy Development

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR HER SONG (SEX TRAFFICKING)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Intel - She Will Connect

Santa Clara, USA

Empowering Girls and Women Through Technology Skills

International Legal Alliance

Mumbai, India

Network of Independent Legal Professionals

iPartner

New Delhi, India

Design and Implement Customized Philanthropy Plans

ITC

Kolkata, India

Rural Development, Education, Livelihood

Johnson and Johnson Pvt Ltd

Mumbai, India

Livelihood Enhancement, and Women Empowerment

JSW

Mumbai, India

Livelihood, and Healthcare

Justice & Care

Bengaluru, India

Anti Human Trafficking

KC Mahindra education trust

Mumbai, India

Girl Child Education, Livelihood Training

Kickstarter - The Crowdfunding Platform

New York, USA

Crowdfunding Platform

Kotak Mahindra

Mumbai, India

Education, Developing Vocational Skills, Reducing Inequalities Faced By
Socially and Economically Backward Groups

Kripa Foundation

Mumbai, India

Providing Care & Support for Chemical Dependency / HIV Aids

Kundan Welfare organisation

Ratlam, India

Women's Rights, Anti Child Marriage, Anti Child Trafficking and Shelter

Landesa

New Delhi, India

Land Rights for Women, Developing Pro-poor and Gender-sensitive Laws,
Policies, and Programs

Mahindra Swaraj

Mohali, India

Healthcare

Maruti

New Delhi, India

Education, Sanitation, Healthcare and Rural Infrastructure

Men Against Violence & Abuse

Mumbai, India

Gender Issues, Women Empowerment

MenEngage

New Delhi, India

Gender Equality and Anti Trafficking

Moviesaints

Delhi, India

Distribution

MP Police

Bhopal, India

Sensitization and Policy Making

Murthy-Nayak foundation

Bengaluru, India

Funding of Children's Education, Women's Health and Livelihood,
and Immigrant Human Rights Protection

NACO

New Delhi, India

HIV Care, Rights, Rehabilitation, and Prevention Strategies

New York Times

New York, USA

Press

Nirmal Samaj

Delhi, India

Social Development of The Poor, Labour Rights, and Education for Poor

One

London, UK

Community Development and Policy Support

for Rights and Values in India)

Delhi, India

Human Rights

Paul Hamlyn Foundation

Delhi, India

Community Development for the Marginalized and Vulnerable Communities

Phantom Films

Mumbai, India

Independent Cinema

Pinstorm

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Population First

Mumbai, India

Gender Issues, Rural Empowerment, Health

Pradan

Noida, India

Community Development, Social Upliftment, Governance

Prasoon Joshi - Lyricist, Screenwriter, Marketer

Mumbai, India

Celebrity

Prayas NGO

Pune, India

Social Development of the Poor, Labour Rights, and Education for Poor

Prime Focus

Mumbai, India

Post Production Facility

PAIRVI (Public Advocacy Initiatives

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR HER SONG (SEX TRAFFICKING)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Quest Alliance

Bengaluru, India

Education

Rajasthan Nat Samaj Sudhar Samiti

Jaipur, India

Marginalized Community Development

RGMVP

Raebareli, India

Health, Women Empowerment, Livelihood

Round Table India

Chennai, India

Dalit News and Academic Studies Consortium

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy

Hyderabad, India

Sensitization and Policy Making

Shakyamuni Foundation

Samastipur, India

Children’s Education, Skill Development,Upliftment of Marginalized
Communities

Social Justice & Special Assistance Dept.,

Mumbai, India

Govt. of Maharashtra

Promotion of Educational and Economic Interests of Scheduled Castes,
Scheduled Tribes and Other Weaker Sections

Sumeet Samoos, Rapper

New Delhi, India

Dalit Rights Rapper

Tedhi Ungli YouTube Channel

NA

Minority Rights Activist Running A Youtube Channel

The Gender Lab at Blue Ribbon Movement

Mumbai, India

Gender Equality

Thermax Social Initiative Foundation

Pune, India

Education, Employing Minorities

Tinker Labs

Mumbai, India

Livelihood

TISS

Mumbai, India

Education Institute

UN Women

New Delhi, India

Women Empowerment

UNAIDS

New Delhi, India

HIV Treatment and Human Rights

UP Police

Allahabad, India

Sensitization and Policy Making

U-Respect Foundation

Mumbai, India

Human Rights

Urmila Pawar (Author)

Mumbai, India

Dalit Rights Activist and Writer

WatConsult

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Women & Girls Lead, India

Delhi, India

Anti Child Marriage, Girls Education, Anti Gender Based Violence,
Women's Leadership, Engaging Boys and Men

World Vision India

Chennai, India

Development, Relief and Advocacy for Child Rights

YouCanFreeUs

Mumbai, India

Anti Trafficking, Advocacy, Rescue and Rehabilitation

Zubaan Books

New Delhi, India

Feminist Content Publishers

Caravan Talkies (UFO)

Mumbai, India

Mobile Rural Film Distribution

USAID

Mumbai, India

Healthcare, Education, Supports Programs Preventing Gender-based
Violence and Protecting and Supporting the Disabled Population

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR WRITING WITH FIRE (RURAL JOURNALISM)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

British Council

Mumbai, India

Digital Training for Rural Journalists

BusinessWorld

Delhi, India

Press, Media Distribution

Buzzfeed

Mumbai, India

Online Digital Media Company

CNN-News18

Noida, India

Press

Comet Media Foundation

Mumbai, India

Media Alternatives for Education and Social Change

Consulate General of Canada

Mumbai, India

Gender Equality

Coolab

Mumbai, India

Post Production

CPR

Pune, India

Policy Making and Police Sensitization

DAIRRC

Mumbai, India

Education on Addiction & Rehab

Dalit Camera YouTube Channel

NA

Dalit News YouTube Channel

Dalit Dastak

Delhi, India

Dalit Issues Centric News Magazine and Website

Dalit Welfare Trust

Chennai, India

Dalit Rights, Dalit Empowerment, Dalit Education

Dasra

Mumbai, India

Adolescent Girls,Education,Livelihood,Digital Empowerment, Research

DEF

New Delhi, India

Digital Empowerment for People Living in Rural Areas

Dell Foundation - MSDF

Austin, USA

Education, Health, Financial Tools for the Economically Backward in Usa,
South Africa and India.

Demand Film

Australia

International Distribution

Government of Punjab

Chandigarh, India

Deaddiction and Rehabilitation

Deutsche Bank

Mumbai, India

Mentoring Changemakers, Education for Marginalized Communities

DEVEX

Washington, USA

Social Change Networking

Dewang Mehta Foundation

Mumbai, India

IT Literacy for Masses

DHL

Mumbai, India

Education

Diagio - USL

Bengaluru, India

Funding and CSR

Digital Dada

Mumbai, India

Digital Consultation for Documentaries

Diljit Dosanjh (Saanjh Foundation)

Chandigarh, India

Celebrity Endorsement

Disability Rights Fund

Boston, USA

Disability Rights Funding

Disney India

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Docedge

Kolkata, India

Documentary Mentorship Forum

Documentary 24x7 NDTV.com

Delhi, India

Distribution

Drishti

Ahmedabad, India

Community Video Training

Empathy Connects

Kanpur, India

Conduit for People to Experience Rural Life and Social Issues

Engage Media

Melbourne, Australia

Media, Technology and Social Change, and Knowledge of Issues Including

Department of Health & Family Welfare,

Climate Change, Digital Rights, Environment, Gender and Human Rights
Film Karavan

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Filmbooth

Delhi, India

Documentary Filmmaking

Fleishman Hillard

Mumbai, India

PR Agency

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR WRITING WITH FIRE (RURAL JOURNALISM)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Free Press Journal

Mumbai, India

Newspaper with History of Upholding Press Freedom

Freelance/The Quint

Noida, India

Press

Fritt Ord

Oslo, Norway

Grants for Media that Promotes Ideals of Democracy

Gaon Connection

Lucknow, India

Rural Empowerment

Girl Effect

London, UK

Girl Child Rights, Media and Mobiles as Tools of Emancipation

Global Fund for Woman

San Francisco, USA

Women's Rights

Global Investigative Journalism Network (GIJN)

Maryland, USA

Training and Sharing of Information Among Investigative and Data Journalists

Hanifa Ahmedi

Mumbai, India

Connecting CSRs via Innovaid

Internet Saathi by Google

NA

Digital Empowerment for Women

Hero MotoCorp

New Delhi, India

Seeking Scooters for Women Journalists at Khabar Lahariya

Human Rights Watch

New York, USA

Dalits Rights, Freedom of Speech

Ideas Exchange

Mumbai, India

Knowledge Exchange and Networking Platform Organizer

IDFA-Bertha Fund

Amsterdam, Netherlands

International Funder

Inclusive Media for Change

New Delhi, India

Support for Rural Journalists

Indian Institute of Public Administration

New Delhi, India

Education and Policy

IndieFilamnt

Mumbai, India

Film Programming and Distribution

Intellecap

Nairobi, Kenya

Economic and Social Development.

International Dalit Solidarity Network

Copehnagen, Denmark

Dalit Rights Network

International Press Institute

Vienna, Austria

Network of Editors, Journalists and Media Executives

ITVS

San Francisco, USA

Documentary Funding and Co-production Support for Coloured Film Makers

Jagran Group

Kanpur, India

Education, Gender Equality, Livelihood Skills, Social Business Projects

Journeys in Film

Los Angeles, USA

Education

Kahaaniwale

New Delhi, India

Filmmaking / Filmmakers Collective

Karma Film

Saskatchewan, Canada

Filmmaking, Funding Network

Khabar Lahariya

Chitrakoot, India

Journalism, Digital Media, Rural Journalism

of Administration

Mussoorie, India

Educational Tool for Police Sensitization at IPS School Level

Lawyers Collective

New Delhi, India

Legal Advice

Luminosity Pictures

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Lush

British Columbia, Canada

Funding for Social Causes

Memesys Culture Lab

Mumbai, India

Production House, Documentary and Virtual Reality

Microsoft

Hyderabad, India

Women's Empowerment, Digital Inclusion, Accessibility for People with Disability

NASSCOM Foundation

Noida, India

Software Infrastructure and Technical Support

National Campaign on Dalit Human Rights

New Delhi, India

Dalit Rights Campaigners

NDTV

New Delhi, India

Press

Nilenso

Bengaluru, India

Open Source Software Makers, Software Cooperative

Helping Women Get Online/

Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR WRITING WITH FIRE (RURAL JOURNALISM)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

NITI Aayog

Delhi, India

Government Think Tank

Omidyar

Mumbai, India

Investors in for-profit Businesses and Nonprofit Organizations

Our Better World

Singapore

Digital Storytelling Initiative

OYSS women

Odisha, India

Women Education, Vocational Training, Leadership Development,
Women’s Rights Enforcement

People's Archive of Rural India

Mumbai, India

Rural Empowerment

Perfect Relations-Dentsu Aegis Network, India

Mumbai, India

PR

Pocket Films

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Pratham Infotech Foundation

Mumbai, India

IT Based Training, Educational and Community
Capacity Building for the Underprivileged

PVR Cinemas

Delhi, India

Distribution

Ranima Films

Mumbai, India

Production House

Samhita

Mumbai, India

CSR Networking Agency

Samsung

Seoul, South Korea

Women Empowerment and Equality for All

SPYM

New Delhi, India

Leadership Development, Health Care, Education and Advocacy

Sundance Documentary Institute

Utah, USA

Development of Independent Artists and Audiences

Swades Foundation

Mumbai, India

Rural Empowerment

TCS

Mumbai, India

Social Business Projects, Promoting Gender Equality and
Empowering Women, Education

The Bridgespan Group

Mumbai, India

Education, Children, Health

Spirited Media Foundation

Bengaluru, India

Aid for Independent Media

The Intercept

New York, USA

Press

The Pulitzer Prizes

New York, USA

Press Awards

Thomson Reuters India

Mumbai, India

Enable Professionals in the Financial, Legal and Tax Accounting, and Media Markets

Transform Rural India

New Delhi, India

Community Development

TTC glocal

New Delhi, India

Advisory for Development Sector, Climate Change, and Ethical Business

UNODC

New Delhi, India

Screening Partner, Advocacy

Vice

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Video Volunteers

Goa, India

Community Media Video Training

Vista India

Mumbai, India

Global Distribution, Content Aggregator

Wada Na Todo Abhiyan

New Delhi, India

Human Rights Activists and Watchdogs

Women on wings

Gurugram, India

Jobs for Rural Women

Women Will by Google

NA

Digital Empowerment for Women

Development Administration

Pune, India

Education Policy and Governance

Care India, NGO

Noida, India

Education, Livelihood, Policy Making, Women and Child Rights

The Independent and Public-

Yashwantrao Chavan Academy of

ORGANIZATIONS RESEARCHED FOR LOCK AND KEY (DRUG ABUSE)

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

LOCATION

CAUSES / OBJECTIVES / MISSION

Cave Pictures

Mumbai, India

Documentary Filmmaking

Centre for Civil Society

New Delhi, India

Education, Livelihood

Centre for Social Research and Action

Delhi, India

Violence Against Women, Engendered Governance,
Women and Economy, and Gender Sensitisation

Centre for Unfolding Learning Potentials (CULP)

Jaipur, India

Education,Women Empowerment,
Empowerment of Marginalized Sections of Society

Change.org

Delhi, India

Petition Platform

Chicken & Egg

New York, USA

Support for Women Filmmakers Committed to Social Change Via Documentaries

Children Across Borders

Tampa, USA

Child Rights,Child Education, Child Health and Wellness

Cinetic

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Indian Red Cross Society

Delhi, India

Rehab Sessions for Addicts Who Cannot Afford It

Jus Broadcasting

New York, USA

Broadcast Network

KRIPA foundation

Pune, India

Rehab Sessions Sponsorship

NADA foundation

New Delhi, India

Deaddiction and Rehabilitation, Gender Sensitivity, and Child Rights

Narcotics Control Bureau, Government of India

New Delhi, India

Anti Drug Trafficking, Policy Making and Advocacy

Opportunities for the Handicapped, India

Mumbai, India

Rehabilitation of the Disabled

National Institute of Social Defence (NISD)

New Delhi, India

Prevention of Drug Abuse and Care of Old Addicts

New Generation Care Foundation

Patiala, India

Rehabilitation

Social Wavelength (Mirum India)

Mumbai, India

Media Strategist

Society for the Promotion of Youth and Masses

Delhi, India

Drug Abuse Prevention NGO, Screening of Film Across India,

NASEOH - National Society For Equal

Using Film to Train Facilitators
Sonalika Tractors

Hoshiarpur, India

CSR Funding for Rehab Sessions

Sonyliv

Mumbai, India

Streaming Service

SOSVA Punjab

Chandigarh, India

Funding for Deaddiction

Special Task Force (Punjab)

Mohali, India

Anti Drug Drive

Star India Pvt. Ltd.

Mumbai, India

Distribution

Sun Foundation

New Delhi, India

CSR Funding for Rehab

Talwandi Sabo Power Limited (Vedanta Group)

Mansa, India

Anti-drug Awareness Campaign, Livelihood

The Kalgidhar Society

New Delhi, India

Teacher Training, Rehabilitation of Addicts

The Practice Public Relations

Bengaluru, India

PR Agency

Evaluation Strategist

Tara Rao

Education Partners

Pearl Academy, Mumbai
Evaluation Analyst

Symbiosis Centre for Management Studies, Pune
Symbiosis Centre for Media and Communication, Pune
Design Consultant

Symbiosis School for Liberal Arts, Pune
WORLDWIDE

The Prahlad Kakar School Of Branding and Entrepreneurship, Mumbai
Review Designer

Rashmi Naik Nimbalkar

Whistling Woods International, Mumbai

